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Executive Summary 
 
In January 2015, an ERO Enterprise Effectiveness Survey was issued to measure the overall effectiveness of the 
ERO Enterprise and identify focused areas for improvement. The survey results were generally positive for both 
the Regional Entities and NERC combined (ERO Enterprise), as well as for NERC individually.  
 
After evaluating the results of the survey, three main areas were identified for improvement: (1) standards; (2) 
organization registration; and (3) compliance monitoring and enforcement. These are in alignment with areas that 
the ERO Enterprise had previously identified for enhancement. Plans have been developed and work is progressing 
to address the concerns identified in the survey. 
 
The ERO Enterprise wishes to thank the industry for their participation and the feedback provided in the survey, 
and looks forward to continued feedback in future surveys. 
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Introduction  
 
Background 
In January 2015, NERC partnered with TalentQuest to obtain industry feedback on the effectiveness of the ERO 
Enterprise through an online survey that measured perceptions regarding policies, practices, and effectiveness of 
the ERO Enterprise for the 2014 calendar year. The content was developed by a group consisting of 
representatives from NERC, the Regions, and industry. This first annual survey incorporated the questions from 
the five-year performance assessment survey issued in late 2013 and the Compliance and Certification 
Committee’s annual survey.1 In addition, the survey included the core values identified in the ERO Enterprise 
Operating Model2 and goals outlined in the 2014–2017 ERO Enterprise Strategic Plan3.  
 
The survey was comprised of 73 rated items (see Appendix A) that addressed the following topic areas: 

• Core Values of the ERO Enterprise 

• Reliability Standards Development 

• Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 

• Organizational Registration and Certification 

• Personnel Certification 

• Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis 

• Training and Education 

• Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security 

• Annual Business Plan and Budget Development 

• Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations 
 
Items were evaluated via a five-point, agreement-based rating scale (“Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”): 
 
1 – Strongly Disagree 
2 – Disagree 
3 – Neither Disagree nor Agree 
4 – Agree 
5 – Strongly Agree 
 
 

 

1 For the subset of items that came from previous years’ Compliance and Certification Committee (CCC) surveys, the CCC is preparing its 
own analysis report to present to the NERC Board of Trustees, which will include a year-over-year analysis and their recommendations to 
NERC. The analysis in the CCC report will use data from Primary Compliance Contacts only, in order to be consistent with the previously 
administered surveys. 
2 http://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/keyplayers/Documents/ERO_Enterprise_Operating_Model_Feb2014.pdf 
3 
http://www.nerc.com/gov/bot/FINANCE/Hidden%20Documents/Electric%20Reliability%20Organization%20Enterprise%20Strategic%20Pl
an%202014–2017.pdf  
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Response Rate and Demographics  
 
The survey was issued to 1,112 primary compliance contacts, Member Representatives Committee members, and 
trade association and forum representatives. Survey recipients had the option to respond with a single survey on 
behalf of all NERC Compliance Registry (NCR) numbers they represent or separate surveys for each NCR number 
they represent. If a survey recipient responded with a single survey on behalf of two NCR numbers, for example, 
that survey was counted twice in the results, once for each NCR represented. This approach resulted in more data 
points than individual responses. There were 266 survey respondents (23.9 percent response rate), of which 247 
individuals responded on behalf of 441 NCR numbers. The additional 19 individuals responded with no NCR 
number identified.  
 
Demographic information was also collected. However, analysis of the demographics information was not 
beneficial, as the overall survey data was analyzed by NCR number. Therefore, the demographics data is not 
included in this report. In future surveys, this collection will be improved to include meaningful demographic data. 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 
Topic Area Analyses 
The first level of analysis, shown in Figure 1, was conducted at the topic-area level and considered all survey 
responses in aggregate (NERC and Regional Entities combined). Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement was the 
highest-rated topic area (mean = 3.97) and Annual Business Plan and Budget Development was the lowest-rated 
topic area (mean = 3.64). 
 

 
Figure 1: ERO Enterprise Ratings by Topic Area 

 
Highest- and Lowest-Rated Items 
All five of the survey’s highest-rated items were in the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement area; means were 
4.16 and above. The lowest-rated item means ranged from 3.42 to 3.55 and were distributed across the following 
topics areas: (1) Reliability Standards Development; (2) Core Values; (3) Annual Business Plan and Budget 
Development; and (4) Organization Registration and Certification. TalentQuest conducted an analysis of the 
highest- and lowest-rated items both overall (NERC and the Regions combined) and for NERC. Overall, the results 
were positive, with ERO Enterprise averages ranging from 3.42 to 4.45, and NERC averages ranging from 3.04 to 
4.42. Figures 2 and 3 show the highest- and lowest-rated items overall, respectively, and Figures 4 and 5 show the 
highest- and lowest-rated items for NERC, respectively. The items with an asterisk in Figures 4 and 5 are also 
represented in the overall highest- and lowest-rated items in Figures 2 and 3. 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 2: Highest-Rated Items – Overall 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Lowest-Rated Items – Overall 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 4: Highest-Rated Items – NERC 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Lowest-Rated Items – NERC 

 
 
Topic Area Analyses by Region4 and NERC 
The Core Values of the ERO Enterprise and Personnel Certification were rated at the ERO Enterprise level only. All 
other topic areas were rated at both the NERC and Regional Entity levels. Figures 6 through 14 reflect differences 
across the Regions (individually), and between the Regions (combined) and NERC. 
 

4 This report includes out-of-date acronyms for ReliabilityFirst Corporation and Texas Reliability Entity. The current acronyms are RF and 
TexasRE, respectively, which will be appropriately referenced in future reports. 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

In this analysis, the calculated “overall average” of all items identifies a slight difference between NERC (3.74) and 
the Regions (3.85). Individual Region overall averages ranged from 3.59 to 3.98. The topic area analyses reflect 
slight to moderate variation between the Regions (combined) and NERC, with differences between the two 
ranging from 0.04 to 0.31. 
 
Overall Averages 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.39 difference exists between the highest mean (3.98, MRO) and the lowest 
mean (3.59, WECC), with no statistically significant differences found.5 
 

 
Figure 6: Overall Averages by Region 

 
 
Reliability Standards Development 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.65 difference exists between the highest mean (3.93, RFC) and the lowest mean 
(3.28, TRE), with statistically significant differences found between TRE and RFC, TRE and SPP, and WECC and RFC 
(p < 0.05). 
 

5 TalentQuest used t-tests and ANOVA to identify statistically significant differences. 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 7: Reliability Standards Development Averages by Region 

 
 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.46 difference exists between the highest mean (4.17, FRCC) and the lowest 
mean (3.71, WECC), with statistically significant differences found between FRCC and WECC (p < 0.05). 
 

 
Figure 8: Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Averages by Region 

 
 
Organizational Registration and Certification 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.46 difference exists between the highest mean (3.90, RFC) and the lowest mean 
(3.44, WECC), with statistically significant differences found between RFC and WECC (p < 0.05). 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 9: Organizational Registration and Certification Averages by Region 

 
 
Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.55 difference exists between the highest mean (3.99, MRO) and the lowest 
mean (3.44, WECC), with statistically significant differences found between MRO and WECC (p < 0.05). 
 

 
Figure 10: Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis Averages by Region 

 
 
Training and Education 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.56 difference exists between the highest mean (4.21, FRCC) and the lowest 
mean (3.65, NERC), with statistically significant differences found between FRCC and NERC (p < 0.05). 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 11: Training and Education Averages by Region 

 
 
Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.63 difference exists between the highest mean (4.17, NPCC) and the lowest 
mean (3.54, TRE), with statistically significant differences found between NPCC and TRE (p < 0.05). 
 

 
Figure 12: Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security Averages by Region 

 
 
Annual Business Plan and Budget Development 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.48 difference exists between the highest mean (3.93, MRO) and the lowest 
mean (3.45, SPP), with statistically significant differences found between SPP and MRO (p < 0.05). 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 13: Annual Business Plan and Budget Development Averages by Region 

 
Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations 
Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.31 difference exists between the highest mean (4.07, FRCC) and the lowest 
mean (3.76, SERC), with no statistically significant differences found. 
 

 
Figure 14: Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations Averages by Region 

 
 
Item Averages by Topic Area 
Figures 15 through 28 reflect the aggregate rating for each of the items in the survey by topic area.  
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 

 
Figure 15: Item Averages for Core Values of the ERO Enterprise 

 
 

 
Figure 16: Item Averages for Reliability Standards Development 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 17: Item Averages for Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 

 
 

 
Figure 18: Item Averages for Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (cont.) 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 19: Item Averages for Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (cont.) 

 
 

 
Figure 20: Item Averages for Organizational Registration and Certification 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 21: Item Averages for Organizational Registration and Certification (cont.) 

 
 

 
Figure 22: Item Averages for Personnel Certification 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 23: Item Averages for Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis 

 
 

 
Figure 24: Item Averages for Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (cont.) 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 25: Item Averages for Training and Education 

 
 

 
Figure 26: Item Averages for Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 27: Item Averages for Annual Business Plan and Budget Development 

 
 

 
Figure 28: Item Averages for Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations 

 
 
Favorability Analyses 
Favorability analysis allowed for additional insight into the strength of stakeholder perception through 
examination of the rating distribution. Responses across all Regions and NERC were re-coded as “Unfavorable” 
(rating of 1 – Strongly Disagree or 2 – Disagree), “Neutral” (rating of 3 – Neither Disagree nor Agree), and 
“Favorable” (rating of 4 – Agree or 5 – Strongly Agree). Rank ordering of all items by those “Most Favorable” and 
by those “Least Favorable” highlighted items for further interpretation. The resulting analysis does not graphically 
represent the number of “Not Applicable” or missing responses. 
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Summary of Survey Responses 
 

 
Figure 29 reflects the five items with the greatest number of favorable ratings (ranging from 84–89 percent), which 
were from the topic areas of Core Values and Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement. Conversely, Figure 30 
reflects the five items with the greatest number of unfavorable ratings (ranging from 9–14 percent), which were 
from the topic areas of Core Values and Reliability Standards Development. 
 

 
Figure 29: Most Favorable Items 

 
 

 
Figure 30: Least Favorable Items 
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Comment Analysis 
 

Comment Analysis 
 
In the 2014 survey, TalentQuest conducted a thematic qualitative analysis of the open-ended, creating objective 
output for interpretation. For each topic area, all comments were coded thematically. The comment analysis 
below covers comments received for NERC only, with the exception of the Core Values of the ERO Enterprise topic 
area, which is for the ERO Enterprise. Additionally, there is no analysis for Personnel Certification, as too few 
comments were received. 
 
Core Values of the ERO Enterprise 

Comment Topic/Theme – ERO Enterprise Frequency 
Varying Region adoption/inconsistencies 14 
Inconsistencies in standards interpretation/compliance application 4 
Awareness of resource burden for smaller/registered entities 3 
Need better collaboration with registered entities 2 
Too much duplication in standards/reporting 2 

 
Reliability Standards Development 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Cost-effectiveness for standards not assessed 10 
Inconsistencies in clarity of standards 10 
Too many priorities/standards projects/rapid change 7 
Significant improvements in standards process have been made 3 
Standards not tied to reliability 3 
Inconsistencies with interpretation 2 
Some standards burdensome for smaller entities 2 
Standards are practical to implement 2 
Standards could be more concise/clear 2 
Timeliness of standard development needs to be improved 2 

 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Low scores tied to uncertainty in implementing risk-based approach (too early to 
evaluate) 10 
Region implementation inconsistencies  8 
Risk-based approach a significant improvement 4 
Unaware of tools, processes, and templates/lack of transparency 3 
Cost-benefit relationship not understood 2 
Inefficiencies in compliance activities 2 
Process takes too long 2 

 
Compliance Monitoring 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Professional staff/positive experience 7 
Process is more efficient & timely/improvement seen 4 
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Comment Analysis 
 

Process takes too long (post-audit) 3 
Annual self-certification needs clarification/more defined process 2 
Consistency needed across Regions 2 
Poor experience with audit staff/lack of timely follow-up with staff 2 

 
Compliance Enforcement 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Process and/or report not transparent/clear 9 

 
Organizational Registration and Certification 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Inconsistent interpretation/practice amongst regions or groups 4 
Over-registration – smaller entities 2 

 
Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
NERC effective at identifying risks and issues 2 

 
Training and Education 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Improvements have been made 5 
Small entities need additional outreach 3 
More/improved auditor training needed 2 
Want more training 2 

 
Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Alerts not timely 8 

 
Annual Business Plan and Budget Development 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Employee retention/turnover is an issue 9 
Process improvements made 7 
More collaboration with stakeholders needed 4 

 
Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations 

Comment Topic/Theme – NERC Frequency 
Website not user friendly 29 
Improvements need to be made for smaller entities 2 
More WebEx capabilities needed 2 
Website improved 2 
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Conclusion 
 

Conclusion 
 
Overall, the results of the survey were positive, with ERO Enterprise averages ranging from 3.42 to 4.45 and NERC 
averages ranging from 3.04 to 4.42. Industry’s relative perceptions of program strengths and opportunity areas 
were delineated through quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
 
After evaluating the results of the survey, NERC identified three main areas for improvement based on the lowest-
rated items for NERC. These areas are in alignment with those the ERO Enterprise has previously identified for 
improvement. Therefore, action plans have already been developed and initiated. NERC will continue to provide 
updates on the progress of these three areas for improvement: 

 
Standards 
In April and May 2015, the NERC Board requested industry feedback on the future of standards development, 
specifically whether the standards need further improvement. Based on industry feedback, a plan for the 
future of standards development will be included in the 2016–2018 Reliability Standards Development Plan 
(RSDP).  
 
Organization Registration 
NERC launched the Risk-Based Registration (RBR) Initiative6 to ensure that the right entities are subject to the 
right set of applicable Reliability Standards, using a consistent approach to risk assessment and registration 
across the ERO. The goal is to develop enhanced registry criteria, including the use of thresholds and specific 
Reliability Standards applicability, where appropriate, to better align compliance obligations with material risk 
to Bulk Power System (BPS) reliability. This effort will address some of the key concerns identified in the 
survey, which expressed that improvement was needed to (1) register and deregister entities commensurate 
with risk to the BPS and (2) ensure a more timely and effective response during the registry appeals process. 
 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 
NERC and the Regional Entities are in the process of implementing the risk-based compliance monitoring and 
enforcement program, which will address some of the concerns identified in the survey, as it will create 
consistency in tools, processes, and templates where necessary. 

 
In addition to the three areas identified above, NERC continues to evaluate the comments received to determine 
any additional areas for improvement.   

6 http://www.nerc.com/pa/comp/CAC/Pages/Risk-Based%20Registration.aspx  
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Appendix A – Survey Composition 
 

Appendix A – Survey Composition 
 
The individual items included in the survey are identified below by topic area. 
 
Core Values (NERC, Regions evaluated together as the ERO Enterprise) 

1. The ERO Enterprise applies technical expertise that is focused on risks to the BPS and important reliability 
outcomes. 

2. The ERO Enterprise achieves results and methods across the enterprise that are predictable, consistent, 
and timely. 

3. The ERO Enterprise shares common goals, objectives, and measures of success. 

4. The ERO Enterprise builds relationships that are founded on candor and mutual trust, openness, and 
cooperation. 

5. The ERO Enterprise applies collaborative decision making. 

6. The ERO Enterprise ensures efficiencies and minimizes duplication and any activities not affecting 
reliability outcomes. 

7. The ERO Enterprise avoids undue burden, discrimination, or capriciousness affecting regulated entities. 
 
Reliability Standards Development (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

8. Develops NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) that have a sound 
basis in engineering and operations. 

9. Develops and modifies NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) in a 
timely manner giving consideration to the prioritization of reliability objectives. 

10. Develops an annual Reliability Standards Development Plan that is an effective tool to communicate and 
gather stakeholder input to the proposed scope of work, schedules, and priorities for developing and 
revising Reliability Standards. 

11. Communicates information about NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as 
applicable), their development, and opportunities for stakeholder participation in an efficient and 
effective manner. 

12. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) are clear. 

13. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) are responsive to 
reliability and security risks. 

14. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) are practical to 
implement. 

15. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) provide a cost-effective 
manner in which to address the risk. 

 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

16. ERO Enterprise staff performing key activities are trained and competent in their areas of responsibility, 
such as risk assessment, audit, internal controls evaluation, and enforcement. 

17. The ERO holds industry accountable for violations that create serious risk to the BES. 

18. ERO compliance activities are risk informed. 
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Appendix A – Survey Composition 
 

19. The value of risk-based compliance and enforcement activities is well understood by registered entities. 

20. ERO compliance activities are efficient and effective. 

21. Industry has effective procedures and programs to monitor, detect, correct, report, and prevent 
compliance, reliability, and security issues. 

22. Registered entities have the information they need to prepare for engaging with the Regional Entities and 
NERC in risk-based compliance and enforcement activities. 

23. The common tools, processes, and templates related to risk-based compliance and enforcement activities 
are consistent on matters where consistency is important. 

24. The level of transparency for risk-based compliance and enforcement is appropriate, balancing efficiency 
and the confidentiality needs of a registered entity with the needs of industry as a whole to learn from 
others. 

 
Compliance Monitoring (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

25. Our most recent audit process (including pre- and post- audit activities) was conducted in a timely manner. 

26. The audit team conducts themselves in a professional and credible manner. 

27. The audit team is prepared and organized to conduct the audit process. 

28. The audit team adheres to established rules and processes. 

29. The spot check process is well-defined, organized and timely. 

30. The self-reporting process is well-defined, organized and timely. 

31. The self-certification process is well-defined, organized and timely. 
 

Enforcement Actions (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

32. The audit report identifies clear, definitive, and actionable items to address. 

33. All communication of violations clearly and specifically describe the manner in which a requirement was 
violated. 

34. All communication of violations clearly and specifically describe the risk of the PV both actual and 
potential. 

35. The mitigation plan submission and approval process is efficient and effective. 

36. The settlement process is transparent, consistently applied, and clearly communicated. 

37. The penalty process and penalties are transparent, consistently applied, and clearly communicated. 
 

Organization Registration and Certification (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

38. The registration process and definitions are clear and minimize overlaps and gaps in registration. 

39. The Organization Registration process is well-defined and efficient. 

40. The rules for assigning registered functions to entities are clear and accurately applied. 

41. The Joint Registration Organization and Coordinated Functional Registration (JRO/CFR) process is clear 
and consistently implemented. 

42. Inquiries about the registration process are responded to in a timely and effective manner. 

43. There is a timely and effective response during the Registry Appeals Process. 
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44. Organization Certification rules and procedures are clear and consistent. 

45. The ERO registers and deregisters entities commensurate with risk to the BES. 

46. The ERO ensures all key reliability entities are certified to have essential capabilities. 
 
Personnel Certification (NERC only) 

47. Has an effective program for issuing certification credentials to skilled, trained, and qualified BPS 
operators. 

48. Has an effective program for the maintenance of certification credentials to skilled, trained, and qualified 
BPS operators. 

 
Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

49. Risks are identified and prioritized based on reliability impacts, cost and practicality of assessments, 
projected resources, and emerging issues. 

50. Events and system performance are consistently analyzed for sequence, cause, and remediation to 
identify reliability risks and trends and lessons learned. 

51. Reliability models and data accurately represent system behavior and are shared among stakeholders. 

52. Effectively communicates reliability assessments to stakeholders, policy makers, and the public. 

53. Effectively reports on regional self-assessments of electric supply and bulk power transmission reliability, 
including emerging and long-term reliability issues of specific regional and North American concern. 

54. Compiles and publishes useful information on performance metrics and benchmarks to observe and 
understand trends in the reliability and performance of the BPS. 

55. Identifies reliability performance issues that could be addressed using various NERC tools. 

56. Develops and disseminates timely and useful information about system events and specific reliability risks 
affecting reliable operation of BPS through the lessons learned processes 

57. Effectively uses the Alert Level 2 recommendations and Level 3 Essential Actions under Rule of Procedure 
810. 

58. Has an Event Analysis program that provides and supports analysis on reliability risks that is useful to the 
industry and focused on BPS reliability. 

59. Investigates and analyzes events in an efficient manner, appropriate to the severity of the event. 
 
Training and Education (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

60. Provides effective training to registered entities on complying with Reliability Standards. 

61. Provides effective training to auditors on how to assess compliance. 
 
Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

62. (NERC Only) Serves as an effective leader and facilitator of the industry’s efforts to identify and protect 
Bulk Power System critical infrastructure 

63. (NERC Only) Provides alerts that are effective for notifying Bulk Power System owners, operators, and 
users of vulnerabilities and actions to address those vulnerabilities. 

64. The ERO supports industry situational awareness and cybersecurity preparedness. 

65. The ERO provides independent reliability information to policy makers. 
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Annual Business Plan and Budget Development (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

66. Provides reasonable opportunity for members and other stakeholders to provide input in the annual 
business plan and budgeting process. 

67. Provides sufficient financial information in support of its business plan and budget and its quarterly and 
annual financial reporting. 

68. The ERO acts in a coordinated and collaborative manner with stakeholders. 

69. The ERO acquires, engages, and retains highly qualified talent suited to the mission. 

70. The ERO internal risks are understood and managed; ERO processes are effective, efficient, and 
continuously improved. 

 
Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations (NERC, Regions evaluated separately) 

71. Provides a public website that is useful in meeting stakeholder needs and provides easy access to 
information. 

72. Provides newsletters, conferences, and other stakeholder communications that are effective in providing 
stakeholders with useful and timely information regarding reliability and ERO Enterprise activities. 

73. Provides effective outreach to all jurisdictional stakeholders, including smaller entities with limited ability 
to travel to meetings and conferences. 
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Agenda Item 3

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015



Revisions to Board of Trustees Compliance Committee Mandate



Action

Review and recommend Board of Trustees approval.



Summary

The Board of Trustees Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee (Committee) is asked to consider the attached revisions to the Board of Trustees Compliance Committee’s (BOTCC) mandate.  The revisions reorganize the mandate and clarify the BOTCC’s primary responsibilities for oversight, approvals and appeals, and communication and coordination.  The Committee is requested to recommend the revised mandate for approval by the Board of Trustees.






Agenda Item 7

Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee

August 12, 2015



ERO Enterprise Effectiveness Survey Results



Action

Information



Summary

The ERO Enterprise, working with a stakeholder advisory group, developed an annual stakeholder survey to measure the effectiveness of the ERO Enterprise in executing program activities and address sub-metric K of the ERO Enterprise’s 2014 performance metrics. On January 27, 2015, the first annual survey was issued to 1,112 primary compliance contacts, MRC members, and trade and forum representatives with responses due by February 24, 2015. Survey recipients had the option to respond with a single survey on behalf of all NERC Compliance Registry (NCR) numbers they represent, or separate surveys for each NCR number they represent. Of the 1,112 individuals who received the survey, 247 individuals responded on behalf of 441 NCR numbers and an additional 19 individuals responded with no NCR number identified. Respondents were asked to rate each of the questions on a 5-point scale, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest. Overall, results were very positive, with average ratings for the ERO Enterprise ranging from 3.42 to 4.45 and average ratings for NERC ranging from 3.04 to 4.42.



As presented during the April 27, 2015 CGHRC and May 6, 2015 MRC meetings, NERC identified the following three improvement areas based on the preliminary results: (1) standards; (2) registration; and (3) compliance monitoring and enforcement. These three areas were identified by the lowest rated items for NERC and are also in alignment with areas that the ERO Enterprise previously identified for improvement, with action plans developed and initiated. An update on each of these areas will be presented at the August SOTC (standards) and BOTCC (registration and compliance monitoring and enforcement) meetings.



The attached report expands upon the preliminary results presented in April and May 2015, and includes the full set of results from the survey issued in January 2015 for the 2014 calendar year. The report includes analyses by topic area, Regional Entities and NERC, highest and lowest rated items, and favorability. The report also identifies an analysis of the common themes from the comments received. NERC will provide an overview of the final report at the August 12, 2015 CGHRC meeting.



The ERO Enterprise has also started preparing for the next annual survey and will make improvements to the format, content, demographics, and distribution of the survey as a result of lessons learned. Based on feedback received during previous surveys issued by the Compliance and Certification Committee, the survey for the 2015 calendar year is expected to be issued in January 2016.



Attachment

1. ERO Enterprise Effectiveness Survey: Report to the NERC Board of Trustees Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee


			

		

Board of Trustees/Member Representatives Committee Proposed
20142015 Survey Questions



Levels of Effectiveness

11 = Needs Prompt Attention (“unacceptable performance”)

2 = Below Expectations (“performance area with opportunity for improvement”)

23 = Meets Expectations (“meets the required standard of performance”)

3 = Above4 = Exceeds Expectations (“exceeds the required standard of performance”)

5 = Outstanding (“far exceeds the required standard of performance”)



The survey will include a prompt requiring comment for any item rated “No” in response to a “Yes/No” item or a “Needs Prompt Attention” or “Below Expectations” in response to the 35-point levels of effectiveness scale.  Optional comments may be provided for items rated “Yes” in response to a “Yes/No” item or “Meets Expectations” or “Above”, Exceeds Expectations” or “Outstanding” on the 35-point levels of effectiveness scale.

Finance and Audit Committee 20142015 Self-Assessment Questions



		Corporation Annual Financial Statement Review



		The Committee effectively ensures that management maintains the quality, credibility, and objectivity of the corporation's financial reports.



		The Committee effectively reviews with the external auditor any significant emerging accounting and reporting issues and their potential impact on the corporation's financial statements.



		The Committee effectively reviews and approves changes in accounting policies after considering the appropriateness of such selections and changes.



		The Committee effectively reviews with management, the external auditor and legal counsel the corporation’s procedures to ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations.



		The Committee effectively reviews with management, the external auditor and legal counsel any significant litigation, claim, or other contingency, including tax assessments, that would have a material effect upon the financial position or operating results of the corporation, together with related financial disclosures.



		The Committee effectively determines, based on its review and discussion thereof with management and the external auditor, whether to recommend the acceptance by the Board of the audited financial statements. 



		Monitoring Relationship with External Auditor



		The Committee effectively evaluates the performance of the external auditor and the auditor’s estimated annual audit fees and reappoints, or, if necessary, takes steps to replace the external auditor.



		The Committee effectively meets privately with the external auditor to ascertain the level of access and cooperation received from management during the course of the audit.



		Adequacy and Integrity of Internal Accounting Controls



		Effective follow-up is performed byThe Committee effectively consults with management with regard to any recommendations from the external auditor or the committee relating to internal accounting controls.



		Annual Business Plan and Budget



		The Committee effectively reviews the annual ERO Enterprise (NERC and the Regional Entities) Business Plan and Budget preparation and approval, including associated assessments, as well as any other special budget and assessments of the corporation or a Regional Entity, and such other matters as are deemed necessary.



		The Committee effectively reviews and reports to the Board quarterly on actual unaudited quarterly results versus approved budgets of NERC and the Regional Entities.



		Other Responsibilities



		The Committee effectively reviews the policies for approval of senior management expenses, including those of the chief executive officer.



		The Committee effectively reviews the financial aspects of the corporation's Form 990 prior to it being filed with the Internal Revenue Service.



		The Committee effectively reviews the investment policy governing the investment of funds held by the corporation.








		Committee Functioning*



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.



		The size of the Committee is appropriate.



		The information provided in support of the agenda is appropriate and available in a timely manner in advance of Committee meetings.



		The Committee Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for open, equal, and sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues.



		
Open-ended Question



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement







*Yes/No questions


		



11



Corporate Governance and Human Resources 20142015 Self-Assessment Questions



		Committee Responsibilities



		The Committee effectively develops criteria governing overall composition of the Board for recommendation to the Board.



		The Committee effectively monitors the members of the Board to ensure, per bylaws, their independence and qualifications are maintained and have no conflicts of interest.



		The Committee effectively develops recommendations for reviews the Board regardingNERC Governance Guidelines, including the Trustee Succession Policy and Code of Conduct, and considers any necessary recommendations for changes.



		The Committee ensures the meaningfulness and timeliness of support, information, and documentation from management to the Board.



		The Committee effectively coordinates an annual effectiveness evaluation of the Board, its structure, and processesCommittees.



		The Committee effectively reviews annually the compensation plan for members of the Board.



		The Committee effectively approves the metrics related to the corporation’s annual performance goals for use in calculating incentive compensation.



		The Committee effectively reviews the Trustee Code of Conduct, recommending changes to the Board as appropriate.   



		The Committee effectively reviews the structure and mandates of the Committees, recommending changes to the Board as appropriate.



		The Committee effectively completes annual self-assessment, reviews the self-assessments of the other Board committees and reports the results thereof to the Board.



		The Committee effectively reviews the CEO’s performance, recommends to the Board the compensation, including salary and bonus, and provides feedback, as appropriate.



		The Committee effectively approves the hiring or promotion of officers.



		The Committee effectively reviews and approves the remuneration of all officers, including salaries and bonuses as recommended by the CEO.



		The Committee effectively reviews and approves a general salary structure for the officers and management of the corporation.



		The Committee effectively reviews overall staffing levels and management’s plans and activities for the development and improvement of key personnel.



		The Committee effectively reviews with the CEO essential elements of senior management succession planning.



		The Committee effectively reviews and approves, as appropriate, an employee manual.



		The Committee effectively recommends to the Board the appointment of Board members to each of the committees.



		NewThe Committee effectively works with management to assure that new Board member orientation and education is comprehensive and meaningful. 



		
Plan Oversight



		The Committee effectively reviews significant benefit plans (including the corporation’s retirement plans) and make recommendations and provide feedback to the Board.



		The Committee effectively provides oversight of the corporation’s Savings and Investment Plan through actions it deems prudent in connection with its oversight responsibilities and otherwise consistent with applicable law.



		The Committee effectively reviews the corporate governance aspects of the corporation’s Form 990 prior to it being filed with the Internal Revenue Service.  







		Committee Functioning*



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.



		The size of the Committee is appropriate.



		The information provided in support of the agenda is appropriate and available in a timely manner in advance of Committee meetings.



		The Committee Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for open, equal, and sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues.



		Open-ended Question



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement







Yes/No questions





Standards Oversight and Technology Committee 20142015 Self-Assessment Questions



		Committee Standards Oversight Responsibilities



		The Committee effectively evaluates the strategic direction of NERC’s standards development program.



		TheIn collaboration with the Reliability Issues Steering Committee, the Committee effectively identifiesworks with management to identify strategic priorities for reliability standards development and provides feedback to the Standards Committee, Board and management on the annual standards development work plan.



		The Committee effectively monitors overall results, including quality and timeliness of the standards development workprocess, and makes recommendations to the NERC Standards Committee, Board and management regarding potential improvements.



		TheIn collaboration with the Reliability Issues Steering Committee, the Committee effectively assesses emerging reliability risks affecting standards, making recommendations as appropriate.



		The Committee effectively monitors progress in addressing regulatory mandates and directives related to standards.



		The Committee effectively serves as the Level 2 Appeals Panel as set forth in the NERC Standard Processes Manual, Appendix 3A to the NERC Rules of Procedure.



		The Committee effectively reviews periodically NERC’s status with the American National Standards Institute.



		The Committee effectively reviews and provides oversight regarding the corporation's long-term technology strategy and budget.



		The Committee effectively provides recommendations for action regarding the strategic direction of NERC’s standards development program to the Board and NERC Standards Committee.



		The Committee effectively provides advice and recommendations to the Board on any standards-related issues referred to it by the Board.



		The Committee effectively makes recommendations to NERC Standards Committee and Board regarding needed improvements in the quality and timeliness of standards development work.



		Committee Technology Oversight Responsibilities



		TheAs part of the annual business plan and budgeting process, the Committee effectively reviews annually the resource requirements and funding for IT-related investments and costs under the company’s business plan and budget and provides recommendations to the Finance and Audit Committee and Board..



		The Committee effectively provides the Board with recommendations for action on proposed NERC projects that employ new technology.  



		The Committee effectively reviews with management company computer systems environment, security procedures, and contingency plans.



		The Committee effectively provides advice and recommendations to the Board on any technology-related issues referred to it by the Board.



		Committee Functioning*



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.



		The size of the Committee is appropriate.



		The information provided in support of the agenda is appropriate and available in a timely manner in advance of Committee meetings.



		The Committee Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for open, equal, and sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues.



		Open-ended Question



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement







*Yes/No Questions




Nominating Committee 20142015 Self-Assessment Questions



		Committee Responsibilities



		The Committee effectively communicates to all stakeholders clear process and steps in Board candidate selection.



		  The Committee effectively communicates NERC’s and the MRC’s expectations of service on the Board to candidates.





		The Committee effectively develops clear, relevant and complete candidate specifications.



		The Committee effectively utilizes a vetting process to select a qualified search consultant. 



		The Committee effectively provides opportunity for full and fair evaluation of incumbents and candidates.



		The Committee effectively applies Board composition provisions of the bylaws in making its recommendations.



		The Committee effectively applies the Board’s Conflict of Interest Policy in making its recommendations.



		The Committee effectively applies the Trustee Succession Policy in making its recommendations.



		The director/trustee nomination process is effective.



		Committee Functioning*



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.



		The size of the Committee is appropriate.



		The information provided in support of the agenda is appropriate and available in a timely manner in advance of Committee meetings.



		The Committee Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for open, equal, and sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues.



		Open-ended Question



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement







*Yes/No Questions





Compliance Committee 20142015 Self-Assessment Questions



		Committee Responsibilities



		The Committee effectively reviews violations, regardless of their status, ofoversees CMEP and ORCP strategies and approaches developed and implemented by management to assure the most recent month known to reliability of the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program staffbulk electric system.



		The Committee effectively reviewsevaluates the progresseffectiveness of individual operating entities in mitigating confirmed violationsCMEP strategies and program execution by reviewing measures of bulk electric system reliability performance and other CMEP program metrics.



		The Committee effectively oversees and reviews implementation of CMEP and ORCP programs by management and the progress of Regional Entities in processing all allegations of violations of NERC reliability standards to ensure accordance with the NERCprograms are operated in a consistent manner and conform to all regulatory requirements, Rules of Procedure and other practices needed to provide objective, fair and effective compliance and enforcement.



		The Committee effectively oversees and reviews penalties/sanctions and mitigation of non-compliance to ensure such actions effective in maintaining and improving bulk electric system reliability. 



		The Committee effectively approves or delegates approval of Notices of Penalty or Sanction and other enforcement actions. 



		The Committee effectively hears and addresses appealsserves as an appeal body of compliance violations, penalties, or sanctions.  



		The Committee effectively hears and addresses appeals ofserves as an appeal body for any findings resulting from audits of the Regional Entityregional implementation of the NERC CMEP heard by the NERC Compliance and Certification Committee.



		The Committee effectively hears and addresses challenges by candidates for inclusion on the compliance registry.



		The Committee effectively reviews and oversees the filing of Notice of Penalty or Sanction, Settlement Agreement, and Remedial Action Directive documents with FERC and other governmental authorities or remand to the appropriate Regional Entity.When appropriate, the Committee effectively provides supplementary explanation for its decisions due to issues raised or to provide future guidance. 



		The Committee effectively advises the Board on the progress of individual operating entities in mitigating confirmed violations.ensures CMEP and ORCP programs and results are transparent, when appropriate, to reliability stakeholders.  



		The Committee, as necessary, effectively considersrecommends to the Board such actions thatas may further the purposes of the NERC Compliance MonitoringCMEP and Enforcement and Organization Registration and Certification Programs.ORCP.  



		The Committee effectively performs such other functions as are delegated to it by the Board.  



		Committee Functioning*



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.



		The size of the Committee is appropriate.



		The information provided in support of the agenda is appropriate and available in a timely manner in advance of Committee meetings.



		The Committee Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for open, equal, and sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues.



		Open-ended Question



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement





















*Yes/No questions

Enterprise-Wide Risk Committee 20142015 Self-Assessment Questions



		Oversight of Risk Management and Internal Control



		The Committee effectively reviews and makes recommendations to the Board regarding the development and implementation of internal risk management and internal control strategies, policies, procedures, and mitigation programs as contemplated by the Committee’s board approved mandate.



		The Committee effectively oversees the development and implementation of internal risk management and internal control strategies, policies, procedures, and mitigation programs as contemplated by the Committee’s board approved mandate.



		Other Responsibilities



		The Committee effectively provides oversight and direction to the development and implementation of risk management best practices designed to identify risks and ensure mitigation strategies are in place. 



		The Committee effectively monitors and assesses the adequacy of NERC’s compliance with internal operating procedures and controls as well as corporate ethics policies, codes of conduct, and conflicts of interest.



		The Committee effectively monitors and assesses the adequacy of NERC’s and the Regional Entities’ compliance with the Rules of Procedure (ROP), as well as with applicable FERC and other governmental authorizations, regulations, and orders.



		The Committee effectively monitors and assesses the adequacy of NERC’s compliance with NERC’s risk mitigation practices as contemplated by the Committee mandate.



		The Committee effectively monitors and assesses the adequacy of the Regional Entities’ performance of obligations under the delegation agreements between NERC and the Regional Entities as contemplated by the Committee mandate.



		The Committee effectively coordinates with the Compliance and Certification Committee (CCC) with respect to the CCC’s execution of its responsibilities as contemplated in applicable FERC orders, the ROP, and CCC Charter.



		The Committee effectively prepares reports to the Board annually and at such other times as deemed necessary regarding NERC’s risk exposure, the processes, procedures, and controls in place to manage material risk, and the overall effectiveness of the risk management and internal controls process. 



		The Committee effectively holds an executive session annually with NERC’s external auditors, general counsel, and head of internal audit.



		The Committee effectively reviews its mandate annually and recommends to the Board’s Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee such changes that the EWRC considers advisable. 



		Committee Functioning*



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.



		The size of the Committee is appropriate.



		The information provided in support of the agenda is appropriate and available in a timely manner in advance of the meetings.



		The Committee Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for open, equal, and sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues.



		
Open-ended Question



		Observations and Opportunities for Improvement.







*Yes/No Questions


	

Agenda Item 9

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015



Staffing and Recruiting Update



Action

None 



Background

Talent acquisition remains a core priority at NERC. Management continues to evaluate hiring practices, strategies and attrition in an effort to narrow the ongoing gap between actual and budgeted full time equivalent employees.



Nine (9) employees were hired through the period of April 1 through June 30, 2015, descriptions of which are below.



Senior Reliability Engineer

Jason Hickman joined NERC April 20, 2015. Prior, Jason worked for Northeast Utilities Company (Eversource) in Berlin, Connecticut in the position of Project Engineer Manager (PEM) / Substation Standards Engineer and Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Inc. as a Senior Compliance Engineer. Jason has a Bachelor’s of Science from City College of New York (CCNY) School of Engineering.



Office Coordinator

Kimberly Fuller joined NERC on April 20, 2015. Prior, Kimberly worked for Red Hot Yoga Studio in Atlanta, Georgia as the Studio Manager and with Phillips Partnership as an Events Coordinator and Administrative Assistant. Kimberly has a Bachelor’s of Arts in Communication from The University of Alabama.



Senior Engineer of Reliability Initiatives and System Analysis

Ryan Quint joined NERC on April 27, 2015.  Prior, Ryan worked for Dominion Virginia Power in Electric Transmission Planning & Strategic Initiatives and Bonneville Power Administration in Long Range Transmission Planning, Transmission Planning, Remedial Action Scheme Design, Measurement Systems Laboratory, and Customer Service Engineering. Ryan is a member of IEEE Power & Energy Society and CIGRE and has also served on the North American Synchrophasor Initiative (NASPI) and North American Transmission Forum (NATF) leadership teams, chairing multiple working groups. Ryan has a Ph.D. and MSEE from Virginia Tech, and BSEE from University of Washington.



Senior Vice President and Chief Security Officer

Marcus Sachs joined NERC on May 4, 2015. Marcus will be responsible for oversight of Electricity Sector Information Sharing and Analysis Center operations, directing security risk assessment and mitigation initiatives to protect critical electricity infrastructure across North America. Marcus also will lead day-to-day coordination with governmental agencies and stakeholders regarding security matters, including analysis, response and dissemination of critical information regarding security threats and events. 



Prior to joining NERC, Sachs served as Vice President of National Security Policy for more than seven years at Verizon Communications, Inc., where he led national and homeland security public policy efforts and served on the Department of Homeland Security’s National Coordinating Center for Telecommunications. From 2005 to 2007, he was the deputy director of the Computer Science Laboratory for SRI International, which supported DHS’ Cybersecurity Research and Development Center. In 2002, Sachs was appointed by the President to serve on the staff of the National Security Council as the director for Communication Infrastructure Protection in the White House Office of Cyberspace Security, and on the staff of the President’s Critical Infrastructure Protection Board, where he coordinated efforts to protect and secure the nation's telecommunication and Internet infrastructures. 



Sachs has a Bachelor’s degree of Civil Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology and Master’s degrees in Science and Technology Commercialization from the University of Texas and Computer Science from James Madison University.  He has partially completed a doctoral degree in Public Policy from George Mason University, and served 20 years as a commissioned officer in the U.S Army with the Army Corps of Engineers.



Counsel

Candice Castaneda Joined NERC on May 11, 2015.  Prior, Candice worked for five years at Paul Hastings, LLP in their Corporate and Global Project’s practice, focusing on energy-related matters involving NERC Reliability Standards, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), transactions pertaining to electric transmission and generation, mergers and acquisitions, and project development of natural gas and renewable generation. Before Paul Hastings, LLP, Candice worked as a Sparer Fellow for Philadelphia’s Volunteer for the Indigent Program in their low income tax clinic and small business / probate practice. Candice has a J.D. from the University of Pennsylvania Law School in 2009, where she served on the Journal of Business Law and the Entrepreneurship Legal Clinic. Candice earned her Bachelor’s from the University of Miami where she was the Director of Public Relations for UMTV and worked for Alumni Fundraising.



Compliance Assurance Engineer

Kiel Lyons joined NERC on June 1, 2015. Prior, Kiel worked for the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in Hagerstown, MD as an Electrical Engineer in the Division of Compliance. Kiel has a Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical Engineering from Geneva College.



Training and Education Coordinator

Sandra Anderson joined NERC on June 15, 2015.  Prior, Sandra worked for American Transmission Company (ATC) in Pewaukee, Wisconsin, most recently as a Transmission Reliability Administrator.  Sandra has sixteen years of experience in the Energy industry and has filled the role of a NERC Certified Transmission System Operator, Distribution Operator, and Transaction Coordinator and Computer/Instrument Technician in a coal fired power plant. Sandra is a veteran of the United States Air Force and has a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Electronic Engineering Technology from ITT Technical Institute.





Cybersecurity Specialist

Alan Pineda joined NERC on June 22, 2015.  Prior, Alan retired after 20 years of service with the U.S. Army in the communications and military intelligence field and has served with FBI, USCERT/DHS, NSA, USCYBERCOM and Johns Hopkins University-Applied Physics Lab working in various cyber security assignments. In addition to his military career, he has over 15 years’ experience in leadership, communications and computer security. Alan is currently pursuing his Bachelor’s of Science degree in Computer Science.



Compliance Assurance Advisor

Ryan Mauldin was hired on June 22, 2015. Prior, Ryan was a Senior Project Manager at GDS Associates, Inc. where he assisted registered entities by performing mock audits and assisting in development and improvement of their procedures. Prior to joining GDS, he served as a Senior Registration and Certification Engineer at NERC and a Protection and Control Engineer at MEAG Power. Ryan is NERC Certified as a Reliability Coordinator Operator and has a Master’s of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and a Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Oklahoma.




Agenda Item 8

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015





Employee Reporting and Document Retention Policies



Action

Review



Summary

NERC legal has reviewed the existing NERC employee reporting and document retention policies.  



The document retention policy provides a schedule for document retention, and guidance regarding management of electronic records, media storage, as well as destruction of documents.  The policy was developed with the understanding that it will serve as a baseline for compliance and that certain departments may have more stringent retention requirements with which they must comply.  Revisions to the policy were approved in August 2014.  No additional revisions to the document retention policy are recommended at this time. The document retention policy is attached as Exhibit 1.



NERC legal has reviewed the current NERC employee reporting policy and found that this policy meets all applicable legal requirements.  The employee reporting policy is attached as Exhibit 2.  




Agenda Item 6

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015



Annual Board Effectiveness Assessments



Action

Review



Summary

In connection with the 2015 Board assessment, NERC management has prepared a draft of the proposed surveys, a copy of which is included in the materials for Committee review.  



After a review of the 2014 Board and MRC assessment results at the February 2015 meeting, discussions suggested that the assessment questions should be revised to provide opportunities for more accurate responses and, as a result, more useful information in the assessment results.  



A working group comprised of MRC and Board members, and supported by NERC staff, was formed to discuss the assessments and consider revisions. The working group considered several issues including whether the questions accurately address the independence requirements of the Board, whether the questions allow for effective evaluation of the Board’s solicitation and use of stakeholder input, and whether the questions provide an accurate measure of the Board’s consideration of cost factors related to standards and compliance programs.  The working group also considered the most appropriate question formats for the various issues.  



The Board Committee assessments have also been revised to more closely conform to the various Board Committee mandates.  



Copies of the Board, Board Committee, and MRC assessments are attached.  



Management recommends that the Committee provide any comments, with the goal of approving the final survey at the November 2015 Committee meeting, which will allow for a prompt release of the assessments after the November meeting.

 






NERC Records Retention and Destruction Policy and Procedures



1. Overview:  Purpose and Scope



This records retention policy (this “Policy”) sets forth the policy and procedures of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation and has been adopted for the purpose of achieving a consistent, organized and effective approach to manage the creation, active use, maintenance, storage and disposal of Records (as defined below).  This Policy applies to all NERC personnel including employees (whether full-time, part-time or temporary), and on-site and remote contractors.  The law requires NERC to maintain certain types of corporate records for a specified period of time.  Failure to retain records for the time period specified in the attached Retention Schedule could subject the Company to penalties or fines or could disadvantage NERC in litigation.  Moreover, violations of this Policy by employees may result in disciplinary action, as well as potential civil and criminal liability.  This Policy replaces and supersedes any previous NERC policies or procedures relating to Records retention.  



Records are valuable assets of NERC.  NERC intends to achieve several purposes through adoption of and compliance with this Policy, including: 



· Facilitating the day-to-day operation of business in the ordinary course, and maintaining those Records that are necessary to NERC’s business interest;

· Uniformly preserving, maintaining and safeguarding the confidentiality, privacy and security of Records;

· Encouraging personnel to responsibly use, preserve and dispose of Records;

· Complying with applicable legal and regulatory recordkeeping requirements;

· Maintaining well-organized Records and ensuring availability of Records when reasonably requested;

· Establishing retention periods for storage and disposal of Records;

· Avoiding unnecessary duplication or mistaken use of superseded Records;

· Efficiently managing storage space and costs;

· Preparing for the efficient gathering of Records in response to any litigation or governmental investigation, audit or proceeding; and

· Establishing consistency, efficiency and productivity throughout NERC.



If there is any conflict between this Policy, including but not limited to any Retention Period (as defined below), and any applicable U.S. or foreign law, regulation or contractual or other requirement (“Other Requirement”), then the Other Requirement supersedes this Policy and should be followed.  In such event, please notify the NERC Legal Department.  This Policy is not intended to limit any contractual obligation of NERC to return or not retain confidential information that third parties provide in the course of its business.  Moreover, there may be additional record keeping requirements that apply to records maintained by specific departments that are not reflected in the attached Retention Schedule.  To that end, individual departments may implement additional policies that are not inconsistent with this Policy. 



2. Definition of Records



The term records (“Records”) means all materials created or used by personnel in transacting official business for NERC which contain information of value for any period of time, including but not limited to: documents, papers, maps, photographs, tapes, correspondence, memoranda, drafts, electronic mail, and electronic files.  Records may be developed, maintained, or transmitted using various media, such as paper, electronic mail, digital/electronic storage device (e.g., floppy discs, hard discs, DVD/CD ROM, magnetic tape, microfilm), audio recording, and video recording.  All Records are owned by NERC, unless otherwise indicated.  Personnel should create and maintain Records in a reasonably complete, accurate, usable and legible manner, and personnel should not make, or cause others to make, false, fictitious, deceptive or misleading entries in any Record.  Personnel are not required to retain any records which are personal, have no business value, or have a limited or transitory value (e.g., notes, drafts, routine replies and messages) and personnel should retain such records for only as long as necessary for operational purposes.



3. Electronic Records Storage 



This Policy applies to all Records which are in electronic format, including but not limited to electronic mail, electronic databases, electronic files and documents, computer hard drives, mainframes, and other digital and electronic media (“Electronic Format”).  



NERC encourages personnel to retain Records in Electronic Format rather than paper where practical, cost-effective and permitted by law.  If converting a Record from one medium to another (such as from paper to Electronic Format), personnel must ensure the reasonably equivalent quality, readability, and completeness of the original.  



4. Retention Periods



Records should be retained, according to the type of Record (“Record Type”), for a period of time during which such Records are required to be maintained by all applicable laws and regulations plus any additional period as desirable for business reasons, as set forth in the list of retention periods in Exhibit A (“Retention Periods”).  Unless otherwise noted or apparent, a Retention Period begins upon the creation of the Record.  If a Record falls under more than one type of Record, then it should follow the type of Record with the longest retention period.  A longer Retention Period shall apply if (a) a Record itself contains a requirement to maintain it for longer than the Retention Period, or (b) a Record contains terms (such as indemnification and confidentiality) that require the record to be kept for a duration longer than the Retention Period.  Personnel should contact the NERC Legal Department with any questions.



5. Media Storage



Records should be stored on media that, under normal conditions, have a life expectancy equal to at least the Retention Period.  Media may be changed if deemed reasonably appropriate.  



Records should be stored in reasonably safe and secure facilities that are appropriate to such Records, taking reasonable measures to avoid damage, disposal or security breach caused by (1) unauthorized use or disclosure, (2) natural conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, light exposure, fire, floods, water leaks, dryness, mildew, no ventilation, rodents and insects), (3) man-made hazards (e.g., theft, accidental loss, sabotage, commercial espionage), and (4) technological failures (e.g., disk crash or corruption).  Such facilities may include:  desks, shelves, cabinets, boxes, closets, electronic storage facilities, fire-proof and other safes, safe deposit boxes, and off-site storage facilities.  



Actively Used Records should be stored and managed in the immediate area of responsibility.  All Records that are not Actively Used Records should be stored and managed by all personnel under the guidance of the department heads or managers in compliance with this Policy generally.



6. Disposition Procedures



A Record should be disposed of upon the expiration of and not prior to its Retention Period.  If a Record contains any confidential, proprietary or sensitive information, or it is unclear whether or not a Record contains such information, then such Record should be disposed of by shredding or other mutilation or destruction.  If a Record does not contain any confidential, proprietary or sensitive information, then such Record may be recycled.  



Individual departments may implement a Records management system that provides organization and tracking of Records, including alerts upon the expiration of the applicable Retention Periods, to facilitate the disposition process.



Personnel should take reasonable measures to avoid any accidental disposal of Records prior to the applicable Retention Period.  



7. Litigation and Governmental Investigation, Audit or Proceeding



Immediately upon learning of an investigation or court proceeding involving a particular NERC matter or subject, NERC shall notify all employees to preserve all documents and records, both hard copy and electronic, pertaining to that matter or subject and to cease and avoid any destruction of the documents and records pertaining to that matter or subject that would otherwise be authorized by this record retention and destruction policy. 



It is an obstruction of justice to destroy, falsify, or alter any records or documents in order to impede a federal investigation. It is also unlawful to destroy, falsify, or alter any documents or records needed for a federal or state court or administrative proceeding.  If any NERC employee is asked to falsify, alter, or destroy any records, he or she should immediately inform senior management (or the chairman of the Board of Trustees’ Finance and Audit Committee if a member of senior management is involved in the offense). 



Failure to comply with this Records Retention and Destruction Policy may result in disciplinary action against the employee, including suspension or termination.  Questions about this policy should be referred to the NERC Legal Department.



8. Destruction Policy



There are certain documents that must be destroyed after the retention period has expired.  After the retention period has expired, electronic records should be destroyed in a way that removes all entity-specific information.  Paper records and data should be rendered illegible and destroyed.  Record-specific document disposal requirements are set forth in Exhibit B. 



9. Review



This Policy, including the Retention Periods, should be reviewed periodically to ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations and for business reasons.


Exhibit A



Retention Schedule



		Section

		

		Type of Record



		A.

		

		Accounting and Finance



		B.

		

		Contracts, Invoices and Purchase Orders



		C.

		

		Corporate Records



		D.

		

		Correspondence and Internal Memoranda



		E.

		

		Employer Records



		F.

		

		Other







		

		RECORD TYPE

		RETENTION PERIOD

		APPLICABLE LAW, REGULATION, FERC ORDER OR NERC RULE OF PROCEDURE



		

		A.  Accounting and Finance

		

		



		1. 

		Accounts Payable Ledgers and Schedules 

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		2. 

		Accounts Receivable Ledgers and Schedules

		7 Years 

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		3. 

		General Ledgers: Year End Trial Balances

		5 Years[footnoteRef:2] [2:  In its 2008 Budget Order, FERC directed NERC to retain records of this type for the longer of five years or until a final Commission order is issued regarding the performance assessment.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		4. 

		Subsidiary Ledgers 

		5 Years[footnoteRef:3] [3:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		5. 

		Bank Statements

		5 Years[footnoteRef:4] [4:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		6. 

		Bank Reconciliations

		5 Years[footnoteRef:5] [5:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		7. 

		Cancelled Checks

		5 Years[footnoteRef:6] [6:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		8. 

		Chart of Accounts

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		9. 

		Depreciation Schedules

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		10. 

		Election Records

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		11. 

		Financial Statements: Year-End

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		12. 

		Insurance Policies (including expired policies)

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		13. 

		Payroll: Records and Summaries

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		14. 

		Payroll: Time Sheets

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		15. 

		Pension Documents and Records

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		16. 

		Tax Returns and the Financial Records/ Schedules Used in Preparation of Tax Returns

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		

		B.  Contracts, Invoices and Purchase Orders

		

		



		17. 

		Current Contracts

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		18. 

		Expired Contracts

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		19. 

		Inventories

		5 Years[footnoteRef:7] [7:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		20. 

		Invoices From Vendors

		5 Years[footnoteRef:8] [8:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		21. 

		Invoices To Customers

		5 Years[footnoteRef:9] [9:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		22. 

		Ownership of Property, Real Estate, Patents, Trademarks, Copyrighted Documents 

		7 Years from Date of Ownership

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		23. 

		Petty Cash Vouchers

		5 Years[footnoteRef:10] [10:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		24. 

		Purchase Orders

		5 Years[footnoteRef:11] [11:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		25. 

		Receipt Records (Sales, etc.)

		5 Years[footnoteRef:12] [12:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		26. 

		Sales Records and Journals

		5 Years[footnoteRef:13] [13:  Id.] 


		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		27. 

		Vouchers for Payments to Employees for Reimbursements and Allowances, etc.

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		

		C.  Corporate Records

		

		



		28. 

		Corporate Entity Records (e.g., Charter, Bylaws, etc.)

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		29. 

		Corporate Policy and practice manuals

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		

		D.  Correspondence and Internal Memoranda

		

		



		30. 

		Contributions

		5 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		31. 

		General Correspondence 

		5 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		32. 

		Legal and Important Matters

		Permanent

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		33. 

		Routine Vendor

		1 Year

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		

		E.  Employer Records  

		

		



		34. 

		Employee Personnel Records (after termination)

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		35. 

		Employee W-2 and Payroll Tax Return

		7 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		36. 

		Employment Applications

		2 Years

		121 FERC ¶ 61,057



		37. 

		Records Relating to Promotion, Demotion, Transfer, Selection for Training, Layoff, Recall or Discharge of an Employee

		1 Year

		29 CFR 1627.3



		38. 

		Health and Welfare Benefit Claims Files (Including Life and Disability)

		6 Years From the Date the Approved or Denied Claim is Final

		ERISA §§ 107, 209



		39. 

		COBRA Notices, Elections, Waivers, and Records of Premium Payments

		6 Years After Qualifying Event

		Pub. L. No. 99-272 (1985)



		40. 

		HIPAA Records (Including Notices, Certifications, and Waivers)

		As Long as Participant or Beneficiary Has a Benefit Under the Plan, and 6 Years Thereafter

		45 C.F.R. §164.530



		41. 

		Identifying Records Containing Employee’s Name, Address, Sex, Occupation or Work Classification, and Social Security Number (and Date of Birth if Under 19 Years Old)

		3 Years from Date of Entry

		29 CFR § 1627.3(a)(1)-(4)



		42. 

		Pre-Employment Records Such As Reference Checks, Results of Tests (Including Physical Examinations), and Job Postings, Advertisements and Notices

		1 Year from Making of Record, or Within 1 Year of Termination or Other Personnel Action Based on the Records, or Until Final Disposition of Any Discrimination Action, Whichever Is Later

		29 CFR §1602.14, 29 CFR §1627.3(b)(1)(i)(iv) & (vi)



		43. 

		Records Relating to Promotion, Demotion, Transfer, Recall, Layoff, Discharge, Unemployment Compensation, and Selection for Training/Education

		1 Year from Making of Record, or Within One Year of Termination, or Until Final Disposition of Any Discrimination Action, Whichever Is Later

		29 CFR §1602.14, 29 CFR §1627.3(b)(1)(ii)



		44. 

		Job Advertisements, Including Correspondence With Employment Agencies

		1 Year from the Date of the Personnel Action to Which the Records Relate; But If An Enforcement Action Has Been Filed, the Records Must Be Kept Until Final Disposition of the Action

		29 CFR §1627.3



		45. 

		INS I-9 Forms

		New Employee: 3 Years After the Date of Hire or 1 Year After the Date of Termination, Whichever is Later.

Previously Hired Employee (If Within 3 Years of Initial Employment): 3 Years After Execution of Form or 1 Year After Termination of Employment, Whichever Is Later.

		8 CFR §274a.2(c)(2) and 274a.2(b)(2)(i)(A)



		46. 

		Records of Physical Examinations Used in Employment Decision

		1 Year from Making of Record, or Within One Year of Termination or Other Personnel Action Based on the Records, or Until Final Disposition of Any Discrimination Action, Whichever Is Later

		29 CFR §1627.3(b)(v)



		47. 

		Requests for Medical Accommodations and Accompanying Documentation

		1 Year from Making of Record, or Within One Year of Termination or Other Personnel Action Based on the Records, or until Final Disposition of Any Discrimination Action, Whichever Is Later

		29 CFR §1602.14



		

		F.  Other

		

		



		48. 

		Audit Information[footnoteRef:14] (all information and data generated or received pursuant to spot checks, self-reports, and compliance audits)  [14:  As indicated below, there are certain Reliability Standards that require a specific retention period for audit documents.  Auditors should refer to the relevant Reliability Standard to confirm whether or not a specific retention period applies.  ] 


		5 Years from the conclusion of the Audit

		Appendix 4C to the Rules of Procedure -- Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Section 9.0



		49. 

		Archived Reliability Standards Information

		5 Years

		NERC Rule of Procedure Section 319 



		50. 

		Compliance Enforcement Authority records including information and data generated or received pursuant to Compliance Program activities such as Periodic Data Submittals, Exception Reporting, and Complaints, as well as documents related to the Hearing Process

		5 Years

		Appendix 4C to the Rules of Procedure -- Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Section 9.0 - Data Retention and Confidentiality



		51. 

		Compliance Investigations Information

		5 Years from the conclusion of the Investigation

		Appendix 4C to the Rules of Procedure -- Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Section 9.0



		52. 

		Documentation used to substantiate the conclusions of the Regional Entity / NERC regarding registration / certification

		6 Years

		NERC Rule of Procedure Sections 501-502



		53. 

		Organization Registration & Certification Policies and Procedures 

		6 Years

		NERC Rule of Procedure Sections 501-502



		54. 

		Records of all Preliminary Screens which determine whether there is a Possible Violation

		5 Years

		Appendix 4C to the Rules of Procedure -- Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Section 3.7.1 - Complaint Process Steps; 
Section 5.0 - Enforcement Actions



		55. 

		Audit records pertaining to enforcement of certain CIP Reliability Standards

		5 Years

		CIP-002-4a (Cyber Security) (Critical Cyber Asset Identification); CIP-003-3 (Security Management Controls); CIP-003-4 (Security Management Controls); CIP-004-3 & 3a & 004-4, 004-4a (Personnel and Training); CIP-005-3a, CIP-005-4a (Cyber Security - Electronic Security Perimeters); CIP-006-3c, CIP-006-3d, CIP-006-4c, CIP-006-4d (Cyber Security - Physical Security); CIP-007-3 & 4 (Cyber Security - Systems Security Management); CIP-008-3 & 4 (Cyber Security - Incident Reporting and Response Planning); CIP-009-3 & 4 (Cyber Security - Recovery Plans for Critical Cyber Assets); FAC-001-1 (Facility Connection Requirements); IRO-008-1 (Reliability Coordinator Operational Analyses and Real-Time Assessments); IRO-009-1 (Reliability Coordinator Actions to Operate within IROLs); IRO-010-1a (Reliability Coordinator Data Specification and Collection); IRO-014-2 (Coordinator Among Reliability Coordinators); PER-003-1 (Operating Personnel Credentials Standard); PER-004-1 (Reliability Coordination - Staffing); PRC-001-1.1 (System Protection Coordination)



		56. 

		Audit records pertaining to enforcement of certain FAC Reliability Standards

		5 Years

		FAC-003-1 (Transmission Vegetation Management Program)



		57. 

		Audit records pertaining to enforcement of certain MOD Reliability Standards

		5 Years

		MOD-016-1.1 (Actual and Forecast Demands, Net Energy for Load, Controllable DSM)

MOD-024-1 (Verification of Generator Gross and Net Real Power Capability); MOD-025-1 (Verification of Generator Gross and Net Reactive Power Capability)



		58. 

		Audit records pertaining to enforcement of certain PRC Reliability Standards

		3 Years

		PRC-002-1 (Define Regional Disturbance Monitoring and Reporting Requirements); PRC-003-1 (Regional Procedure for Analysis of Misoperations of Transmission and Generation Protection Systems); PRC-005-1b & 1.1b (Transmission and Generation Protection System Maintenance and Testing); PRC-020-1 (Under-Voltage Shedding Program Database)








Exhibit B

Document Destruction Schedule



		

		RECORD TYPE

		DISPOSAL REQUIREMENT

		APPLICABLE LAW, REGULATION, FERC ORDER OR NERC RULE OF PROCEDURE



		1

		Copies of notes, draft reports, and other interim documents developed or used during an entity Certification evaluation or program audit. 

		Shall be destroyed after the public posting of a final, uncontested report

		NERC Rule of Procedure 2.2.4



		2

		Copies of notes, draft reports, and other interim documents developed or used during an entity Certification evaluation or program audit. 

		Shall be destroyed after the public posting of a final, uncontested report

		NERC Rule of Procedure 701.2



		3

		Sensitive cyber security or

reliability data

		Prior to the disposal of such [cyber] assets, the Responsible Entity shall destroy or erase the data storage media to prevent unauthorized retrieval.

		Reliability Standard CIP-007-3a  R7.1. Cyber Security — Systems Security Management





		4

		BES Cyber System Information 



		Prior to the release for reuse of such Cyber Assets, the Responsible Entity shall take action to prevent the unauthorized retrieval of BES Cyber System Information from the Cyber Asset data storage media.

		CIP-011‐1 Table R2 – BES Cyber Asset Reuse and Disposal










Revision History



		Rev.

		Date

		Reviewers

		Revision Description



		0

		September 2013

		Rebecca Michael, Charlie Berardesco
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Executive Summary



In January 2015, an ERO Enterprise Effectiveness Survey was issued to measure the overall effectiveness of the ERO Enterprise and identify focused areas for improvement. The survey results were generally positive for both the Regional Entities and NERC combined (ERO Enterprise), as well as for NERC individually. 



After evaluating the results of the survey, three main areas were identified for improvement: (1) standards; (2) organization registration; and (3) compliance monitoring and enforcement. These are in alignment with areas that the ERO Enterprise had previously identified for enhancement. Plans have been developed and work is progressing to address the concerns identified in the survey.



The ERO Enterprise wishes to thank the industry for their participation and the feedback provided in the survey, and looks forward to continued feedback in future surveys.













	

	

Introduction 



Background

In January 2015, NERC partnered with TalentQuest to obtain industry feedback on the effectiveness of the ERO Enterprise through an online survey that measured perceptions regarding policies, practices, and effectiveness of the ERO Enterprise for the 2014 calendar year. The content was developed by a group consisting of representatives from NERC, the Regions, and industry. This first annual survey incorporated the questions from the five-year performance assessment survey issued in late 2013 and the Compliance and Certification Committee’s annual survey.[footnoteRef:1] In addition, the survey included the core values identified in the ERO Enterprise Operating Model[footnoteRef:2] and goals outlined in the 2014–2017 ERO Enterprise Strategic Plan[footnoteRef:3].  [1:  For the subset of items that came from previous years’ Compliance and Certification Committee (CCC) surveys, the CCC is preparing its own analysis report to present to the NERC Board of Trustees, which will include a year-over-year analysis and their recommendations to NERC. The analysis in the CCC report will use data from Primary Compliance Contacts only, in order to be consistent with the previously administered surveys.]  [2:  http://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/keyplayers/Documents/ERO_Enterprise_Operating_Model_Feb2014.pdf]  [3:  http://www.nerc.com/gov/bot/FINANCE/Hidden%20Documents/Electric%20Reliability%20Organization%20Enterprise%20Strategic%20Plan%202014–2017.pdf ] 




The survey was comprised of 73 rated items (see Appendix A) that addressed the following topic areas:

· Core Values of the ERO Enterprise

· Reliability Standards Development

· Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement

· Organizational Registration and Certification

· Personnel Certification

· Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis

· Training and Education

· Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security

· Annual Business Plan and Budget Development

· Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations



Items were evaluated via a five-point, agreement-based rating scale (“Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”):



1 – Strongly Disagree

2 – Disagree

3 – Neither Disagree nor Agree

4 – Agree

5 – Strongly Agree









Response Rate and Demographics 



The survey was issued to 1,112 primary compliance contacts, Member Representatives Committee members, and trade association and forum representatives. Survey recipients had the option to respond with a single survey on behalf of all NERC Compliance Registry (NCR) numbers they represent or separate surveys for each NCR number they represent. If a survey recipient responded with a single survey on behalf of two NCR numbers, for example, that survey was counted twice in the results, once for each NCR represented. This approach resulted in more data points than individual responses. There were 266 survey respondents (23.9 percent response rate), of which 247 individuals responded on behalf of 441 NCR numbers. The additional 19 individuals responded with no NCR number identified. 



Demographic information was also collected. However, analysis of the demographics information was not beneficial, as the overall survey data was analyzed by NCR number. Therefore, the demographics data is not included in this report. In future surveys, this collection will be improved to include meaningful demographic data.
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Summary of Survey Responses



Topic Area Analyses

The first level of analysis, shown in Figure 1, was conducted at the topic-area level and considered all survey responses in aggregate (NERC and Regional Entities combined). Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement was the highest-rated topic area (mean = 3.97) and Annual Business Plan and Budget Development was the lowest-rated topic area (mean = 3.64).





Figure 1: ERO Enterprise Ratings by Topic Area



Highest- and Lowest-Rated Items

All five of the survey’s highest-rated items were in the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement area; means were 4.16 and above. The lowest-rated item means ranged from 3.42 to 3.55 and were distributed across the following topics areas: (1) Reliability Standards Development; (2) Core Values; (3) Annual Business Plan and Budget Development; and (4) Organization Registration and Certification. TalentQuest conducted an analysis of the highest- and lowest-rated items both overall (NERC and the Regions combined) and for NERC. Overall, the results were positive, with ERO Enterprise averages ranging from 3.42 to 4.45, and NERC averages ranging from 3.04 to 4.42. Figures 2 and 3 show the highest- and lowest-rated items overall, respectively, and Figures 4 and 5 show the highest- and lowest-rated items for NERC, respectively. The items with an asterisk in Figures 4 and 5 are also represented in the overall highest- and lowest-rated items in Figures 2 and 3.





Figure 2: Highest-Rated Items – Overall







Figure 3: Lowest-Rated Items – Overall





Figure 4: Highest-Rated Items – NERC







Figure 5: Lowest-Rated Items – NERC





Topic Area Analyses by Region[footnoteRef:4] and NERC [4:  This report includes out-of-date acronyms for ReliabilityFirst Corporation and Texas Reliability Entity. The current acronyms are RF and TexasRE, respectively, which will be appropriately referenced in future reports.] 


The Core Values of the ERO Enterprise and Personnel Certification were rated at the ERO Enterprise level only. All other topic areas were rated at both the NERC and Regional Entity levels. Figures 6 through 14 reflect differences across the Regions (individually), and between the Regions (combined) and NERC.



In this analysis, the calculated “overall average” of all items identifies a slight difference between NERC (3.74) and the Regions (3.85). Individual Region overall averages ranged from 3.59 to 3.98. The topic area analyses reflect slight to moderate variation between the Regions (combined) and NERC, with differences between the two ranging from 0.04 to 0.31.



Overall Averages

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.39 difference exists between the highest mean (3.98, MRO) and the lowest mean (3.59, WECC), with no statistically significant differences found.[footnoteRef:5] [5:  TalentQuest used t-tests and ANOVA to identify statistically significant differences.] 






Figure 6: Overall Averages by Region





Reliability Standards Development

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.65 difference exists between the highest mean (3.93, RFC) and the lowest mean (3.28, TRE), with statistically significant differences found between TRE and RFC, TRE and SPP, and WECC and RFC (p < 0.05).





Figure 7: Reliability Standards Development Averages by Region





Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.46 difference exists between the highest mean (4.17, FRCC) and the lowest mean (3.71, WECC), with statistically significant differences found between FRCC and WECC (p < 0.05).





Figure 8: Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Averages by Region





Organizational Registration and Certification

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.46 difference exists between the highest mean (3.90, RFC) and the lowest mean (3.44, WECC), with statistically significant differences found between RFC and WECC (p < 0.05).





Figure 9: Organizational Registration and Certification Averages by Region





Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.55 difference exists between the highest mean (3.99, MRO) and the lowest mean (3.44, WECC), with statistically significant differences found between MRO and WECC (p < 0.05).





Figure 10: Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis Averages by Region





Training and Education

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.56 difference exists between the highest mean (4.21, FRCC) and the lowest mean (3.65, NERC), with statistically significant differences found between FRCC and NERC (p < 0.05).





Figure 11: Training and Education Averages by Region





Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.63 difference exists between the highest mean (4.17, NPCC) and the lowest mean (3.54, TRE), with statistically significant differences found between NPCC and TRE (p < 0.05).





Figure 12: Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security Averages by Region





Annual Business Plan and Budget Development

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.48 difference exists between the highest mean (3.93, MRO) and the lowest mean (3.45, SPP), with statistically significant differences found between SPP and MRO (p < 0.05).





Figure 13: Annual Business Plan and Budget Development Averages by Region



Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations

Among the Regions and NERC, a 0.31 difference exists between the highest mean (4.07, FRCC) and the lowest mean (3.76, SERC), with no statistically significant differences found.





Figure 14: Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations Averages by Region





Item Averages by Topic Area

Figures 15 through 28 reflect the aggregate rating for each of the items in the survey by topic area. 





Figure 15: Item Averages for Core Values of the ERO Enterprise







Figure 16: Item Averages for Reliability Standards Development





Figure 17: Item Averages for Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement







Figure 18: Item Averages for Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (cont.)





Figure 19: Item Averages for Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (cont.)







Figure 20: Item Averages for Organizational Registration and Certification





Figure 21: Item Averages for Organizational Registration and Certification (cont.)







Figure 22: Item Averages for Personnel Certification





Figure 23: Item Averages for Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis







Figure 24: Item Averages for Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (cont.)







Figure 25: Item Averages for Training and Education







Figure 26: Item Averages for Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security







Figure 27: Item Averages for Annual Business Plan and Budget Development







Figure 28: Item Averages for Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations





Favorability Analyses

Favorability analysis allowed for additional insight into the strength of stakeholder perception through examination of the rating distribution. Responses across all Regions and NERC were re-coded as “Unfavorable” (rating of 1 – Strongly Disagree or 2 – Disagree), “Neutral” (rating of 3 – Neither Disagree nor Agree), and “Favorable” (rating of 4 – Agree or 5 – Strongly Agree). Rank ordering of all items by those “Most Favorable” and by those “Least Favorable” highlighted items for further interpretation. The resulting analysis does not graphically represent the number of “Not Applicable” or missing responses.



Figure 29 reflects the five items with the greatest number of favorable ratings (ranging from 84–89 percent), which were from the topic areas of Core Values and Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement. Conversely, Figure 30 reflects the five items with the greatest number of unfavorable ratings (ranging from 9–14 percent), which were from the topic areas of Core Values and Reliability Standards Development.





Figure 29: Most Favorable Items







Figure 30: Least Favorable Items



 

Comment Analysis



In the 2014 survey, TalentQuest conducted a thematic qualitative analysis of the open-ended, creating objective output for interpretation. For each topic area, all comments were coded thematically. The comment analysis below covers comments received for NERC only, with the exception of the Core Values of the ERO Enterprise topic area, which is for the ERO Enterprise. Additionally, there is no analysis for Personnel Certification, as too few comments were received.



Core Values of the ERO Enterprise

		Comment Topic/Theme – ERO Enterprise

		Frequency



		Varying Region adoption/inconsistencies

		14



		Inconsistencies in standards interpretation/compliance application

		4



		Awareness of resource burden for smaller/registered entities

		3



		Need better collaboration with registered entities

		2



		Too much duplication in standards/reporting

		2







Reliability Standards Development

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Cost-effectiveness for standards not assessed

		10



		Inconsistencies in clarity of standards

		10



		Too many priorities/standards projects/rapid change

		7



		Significant improvements in standards process have been made

		3



		Standards not tied to reliability

		3



		Inconsistencies with interpretation

		2



		Some standards burdensome for smaller entities

		2



		Standards are practical to implement

		2



		Standards could be more concise/clear

		2



		Timeliness of standard development needs to be improved

		2







Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Low scores tied to uncertainty in implementing risk-based approach (too early to evaluate)

		10



		Region implementation inconsistencies 

		8



		Risk-based approach a significant improvement

		4



		Unaware of tools, processes, and templates/lack of transparency

		3



		Cost-benefit relationship not understood

		2



		Inefficiencies in compliance activities

		2



		Process takes too long

		2







Compliance Monitoring

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Professional staff/positive experience

		7



		Process is more efficient & timely/improvement seen

		4



		Process takes too long (post-audit)

		3



		Annual self-certification needs clarification/more defined process

		2



		Consistency needed across Regions

		2



		Poor experience with audit staff/lack of timely follow-up with staff

		2







Compliance Enforcement

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Process and/or report not transparent/clear

		9







Organizational Registration and Certification

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Inconsistent interpretation/practice amongst regions or groups

		4



		Over-registration – smaller entities

		2







Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		NERC effective at identifying risks and issues

		2







Training and Education

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Improvements have been made

		5



		Small entities need additional outreach

		3



		More/improved auditor training needed

		2



		Want more training

		2







Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Alerts not timely

		8







Annual Business Plan and Budget Development

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Employee retention/turnover is an issue

		9



		Process improvements made

		7



		More collaboration with stakeholders needed

		4







Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations

		Comment Topic/Theme – NERC

		Frequency



		Website not user friendly

		29



		Improvements need to be made for smaller entities

		2



		More WebEx capabilities needed

		2



		Website improved

		2










Conclusion



Overall, the results of the survey were positive, with ERO Enterprise averages ranging from 3.42 to 4.45 and NERC averages ranging from 3.04 to 4.42. Industry’s relative perceptions of program strengths and opportunity areas were delineated through quantitative and qualitative analysis.



After evaluating the results of the survey, NERC identified three main areas for improvement based on the lowest-rated items for NERC. These areas are in alignment with those the ERO Enterprise has previously identified for improvement. Therefore, action plans have already been developed and initiated. NERC will continue to provide updates on the progress of these three areas for improvement:



Standards

In April and May 2015, the NERC Board requested industry feedback on the future of standards development, specifically whether the standards need further improvement. Based on industry feedback, a plan for the future of standards development will be included in the 2016–2018 Reliability Standards Development Plan (RSDP). 



Organization Registration

NERC launched the Risk-Based Registration (RBR) Initiative[footnoteRef:6] to ensure that the right entities are subject to the right set of applicable Reliability Standards, using a consistent approach to risk assessment and registration across the ERO. The goal is to develop enhanced registry criteria, including the use of thresholds and specific Reliability Standards applicability, where appropriate, to better align compliance obligations with material risk to Bulk Power System (BPS) reliability. This effort will address some of the key concerns identified in the survey, which expressed that improvement was needed to (1) register and deregister entities commensurate with risk to the BPS and (2) ensure a more timely and effective response during the registry appeals process. [6:  http://www.nerc.com/pa/comp/CAC/Pages/Risk-Based%20Registration.aspx ] 




Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement

NERC and the Regional Entities are in the process of implementing the risk-based compliance monitoring and enforcement program, which will address some of the concerns identified in the survey, as it will create consistency in tools, processes, and templates where necessary.



In addition to the three areas identified above, NERC continues to evaluate the comments received to determine any additional areas for improvement. 


Appendix A – Survey Composition



The individual items included in the survey are identified below by topic area.



Core Values (NERC, Regions evaluated together as the ERO Enterprise)

1. The ERO Enterprise applies technical expertise that is focused on risks to the BPS and important reliability outcomes.

2. The ERO Enterprise achieves results and methods across the enterprise that are predictable, consistent, and timely.

3. The ERO Enterprise shares common goals, objectives, and measures of success.

4. The ERO Enterprise builds relationships that are founded on candor and mutual trust, openness, and cooperation.

5. The ERO Enterprise applies collaborative decision making.

6. The ERO Enterprise ensures efficiencies and minimizes duplication and any activities not affecting reliability outcomes.

7. The ERO Enterprise avoids undue burden, discrimination, or capriciousness affecting regulated entities.



Reliability Standards Development (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

8. Develops NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) that have a sound basis in engineering and operations.

9. Develops and modifies NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) in a timely manner giving consideration to the prioritization of reliability objectives.

10. Develops an annual Reliability Standards Development Plan that is an effective tool to communicate and gather stakeholder input to the proposed scope of work, schedules, and priorities for developing and revising Reliability Standards.

11. Communicates information about NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable), their development, and opportunities for stakeholder participation in an efficient and effective manner.

12. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) are clear.

13. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) are responsive to reliability and security risks.

14. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) are practical to implement.

15. The NERC Reliability Standards and Regional Reliability Standards (as applicable) provide a cost-effective manner in which to address the risk.



Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

16. ERO Enterprise staff performing key activities are trained and competent in their areas of responsibility, such as risk assessment, audit, internal controls evaluation, and enforcement.

17. The ERO holds industry accountable for violations that create serious risk to the BES.

18. ERO compliance activities are risk informed.

19. The value of risk-based compliance and enforcement activities is well understood by registered entities.

20. ERO compliance activities are efficient and effective.

21. Industry has effective procedures and programs to monitor, detect, correct, report, and prevent compliance, reliability, and security issues.

22. Registered entities have the information they need to prepare for engaging with the Regional Entities and NERC in risk-based compliance and enforcement activities.

23. The common tools, processes, and templates related to risk-based compliance and enforcement activities are consistent on matters where consistency is important.

24. The level of transparency for risk-based compliance and enforcement is appropriate, balancing efficiency and the confidentiality needs of a registered entity with the needs of industry as a whole to learn from others.



Compliance Monitoring (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

25. Our most recent audit process (including pre- and post- audit activities) was conducted in a timely manner.

26. The audit team conducts themselves in a professional and credible manner.

27. The audit team is prepared and organized to conduct the audit process.

28. The audit team adheres to established rules and processes.

29. The spot check process is well-defined, organized and timely.

30. The self-reporting process is well-defined, organized and timely.

31. The self-certification process is well-defined, organized and timely.



Enforcement Actions (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

32. The audit report identifies clear, definitive, and actionable items to address.

33. All communication of violations clearly and specifically describe the manner in which a requirement was violated.

34. All communication of violations clearly and specifically describe the risk of the PV both actual and potential.

35. The mitigation plan submission and approval process is efficient and effective.

36. The settlement process is transparent, consistently applied, and clearly communicated.

37. The penalty process and penalties are transparent, consistently applied, and clearly communicated.



Organization Registration and Certification (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

38. The registration process and definitions are clear and minimize overlaps and gaps in registration.

39. The Organization Registration process is well-defined and efficient.

40. The rules for assigning registered functions to entities are clear and accurately applied.

41. The Joint Registration Organization and Coordinated Functional Registration (JRO/CFR) process is clear and consistently implemented.

42. Inquiries about the registration process are responded to in a timely and effective manner.

43. There is a timely and effective response during the Registry Appeals Process.

44. Organization Certification rules and procedures are clear and consistent.

45. The ERO registers and deregisters entities commensurate with risk to the BES.

46. The ERO ensures all key reliability entities are certified to have essential capabilities.



Personnel Certification (NERC only)

47. Has an effective program for issuing certification credentials to skilled, trained, and qualified BPS operators.

48. Has an effective program for the maintenance of certification credentials to skilled, trained, and qualified BPS operators.



Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

49. Risks are identified and prioritized based on reliability impacts, cost and practicality of assessments, projected resources, and emerging issues.

50. Events and system performance are consistently analyzed for sequence, cause, and remediation to identify reliability risks and trends and lessons learned.

51. Reliability models and data accurately represent system behavior and are shared among stakeholders.

52. Effectively communicates reliability assessments to stakeholders, policy makers, and the public.

53. Effectively reports on regional self-assessments of electric supply and bulk power transmission reliability, including emerging and long-term reliability issues of specific regional and North American concern.

54. Compiles and publishes useful information on performance metrics and benchmarks to observe and understand trends in the reliability and performance of the BPS.

55. Identifies reliability performance issues that could be addressed using various NERC tools.

56. Develops and disseminates timely and useful information about system events and specific reliability risks affecting reliable operation of BPS through the lessons learned processes

57. Effectively uses the Alert Level 2 recommendations and Level 3 Essential Actions under Rule of Procedure 810.

58. Has an Event Analysis program that provides and supports analysis on reliability risks that is useful to the industry and focused on BPS reliability.

59. Investigates and analyzes events in an efficient manner, appropriate to the severity of the event.



Training and Education (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

60. Provides effective training to registered entities on complying with Reliability Standards.

61. Provides effective training to auditors on how to assess compliance.



Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

62. (NERC Only) Serves as an effective leader and facilitator of the industry’s efforts to identify and protect Bulk Power System critical infrastructure

63. (NERC Only) Provides alerts that are effective for notifying Bulk Power System owners, operators, and users of vulnerabilities and actions to address those vulnerabilities.

64. The ERO supports industry situational awareness and cybersecurity preparedness.

65. The ERO provides independent reliability information to policy makers.



Annual Business Plan and Budget Development (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

66. Provides reasonable opportunity for members and other stakeholders to provide input in the annual business plan and budgeting process.

67. Provides sufficient financial information in support of its business plan and budget and its quarterly and annual financial reporting.

68. The ERO acts in a coordinated and collaborative manner with stakeholders.

69. The ERO acquires, engages, and retains highly qualified talent suited to the mission.

70. The ERO internal risks are understood and managed; ERO processes are effective, efficient, and continuously improved.



Stakeholder Communications and Public Relations (NERC, Regions evaluated separately)

71. Provides a public website that is useful in meeting stakeholder needs and provides easy access to information.

72. Provides newsletters, conferences, and other stakeholder communications that are effective in providing stakeholders with useful and timely information regarding reliability and ERO Enterprise activities.

73. Provides effective outreach to all jurisdictional stakeholders, including smaller entities with limited ability to travel to meetings and conferences.
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Minutes 

Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee

February 11, 2015 | 7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Pacific 



The Westin San Diego

400 W. Broadway

San Diego, CA  92101



Ms. Jan Schori, Chair, called to order a duly noticed open meeting of the Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee (the “Committee”) of the Board of Directors of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) on February 11, 2015, at 7:30 a.m. Pacific, and a quorum was declared present.  The agenda is attached as Exhibit A. 



Present at the meeting were:  



		Committee Members:

		Board of Trustee Members:



		Jan Schori, Chair

		Paul F. Barber



		Robert G. Clarke

		Janice B. Case



		Frederick W. Gorbet

		Gerald W. Cauley, President and Chief Executive Officer



		Kenneth G. Peterson

		David Goulding



		Bruce A. Scherr

		Doug Jaeger



		

		Roy Thilly



		

		





NERC Staff:

Charles A. Berardesco, Senior Vice President, General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary

Thomas Burgess, Vice President and Director of Reliability Assessment and Performance

Damon Epperson, Director of Human Resources

Stan Hoptroff, Vice President and Chief Technology Officer

Mark G. Lauby, Senior Vice President and Chief Reliability Officer

Janet Sena, Senior Vice President and Director Policy and External Affairs

Brady Walker, Associate Counsel

Michael Walker, Senior Vice President, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer, and Corporate Treasurer

Andrew Wills, Associate Counsel



Other

John Anderson, Chair, Member Representatives Committee

Sylvain Clermont, Vice Chair, Member Representatives Committee



NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines

Ms. Schori directed the participants’ attention to the NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines included with the agenda materials.



Minutes

Upon motion duly made and seconded, the Committee approved the minutes of the November 5, 2014 conference call as presented at the meeting.  

 

Report on Matters Discussed in February 10, 2015 Closed Session 

Ms. Schori reported on the items that were discussed during a closed session meeting of the Committee, held on February 10, 2015, including: 

· Review of 2014 Employee Climate Survey

· Review of 2014 metrics and performance; 

· Discussion of 2015 metrics; 

· Recommendation for Board approval of 8% contribution into the Company’s Savings and Investment Plan. 

2015 Board Committee and Board Committee Chair Assignments, and Vice Chair Recommendation 

Ms. Schori presented the proposed 2015 Board of Trustees Committee membership and chair assignments.  Upon motion duly made and seconded, the Committee approved the proposal and recommended approval by the Board.  



Appointment of Officers  

Mr. Cauley presented the proposed NERC officers for 2015.  Upon motion duly made and seconded, the Committee approved the proposal and recommended approval by the Board.

 

2014 Year-End Performance Report 

Mr. Lauby reviewed the 2014 NERC Performance Report, which had been included in the advance Committee materials.



Board and Board Committees’ Self-Assessments and MRC Assessment of Board of Trustees Effectiveness Results  

Ms. Schori summarized a report from TalentQuest that analyzed the results of the 2014 Board and Board Committee self-assessments as well as the MRC assessment of the Board’s effectiveness.  



She stated that the results indicated improvement in several areas, and that the results were positive overall.  Ms. Schori also noted that the MRC assessment revealed stakeholder concerns about the Board’s independence, the costs of complying with Reliability Standards, and the perception of stakeholders of the Board’s role.  



With respect to the issues raised regarding the independence of the Board, Mr. Gorbet stated that the NERC Bylaws require the Board to act independently of the industry and impose strict conflict of interest policies to ensure such independence.  Mr. Cauley, along with several other Trustees, echoed Mr. Gorbet’s comments and suggested that the assessment questions should be revised to allow more accurate responses.  



Mr. Anderson agreed with Mr. Gorbet about the role and independence of the NERC Board and with the sentiment of the Trustees that the assessment questions should be revised.  Messrs. Gorbet and Cauley stated that the opinions and suggestions of the MRC members would be vital to the success of any effort to improve the quality of the assessment questions, and, thus, to the quality of the information contained in the results of the assessments.  Several members of the MRC welcomed the opportunity to participate in the revision process.  



To that point, Ms. Case noted that several current NERC practices and procedures are in place because of feedback received through the assessments.  She noted that the goal of the annual assessments has always been to make the ERO more effective and that, as the nature and work of the ERO has evolved, so too should the assessment questions.  



Ms. Schori stated that the Committee along with NERC staff and representatives of the MRC, would lead the effort to revise the assessment questions in time for discussion at the August meeting of the Board.



Staffing and Recruiting Update 

Ms. Schori referenced the staffing and recruiting update, which had been included in the advance Committee materials.   



Adjournment

There being no further business, and upon motion duly made and seconded, the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 a.m. Pacific.  



Submitted by,





Charles A. Berardesco

Secretary
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Antitrust Compliance Guidelines



I. General

It is NERC’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This policy requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or that might appear to violate, the antitrust laws. Among other things, the antitrust laws forbid any agreement between or among competitors regarding prices, availability of service, product design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that unreasonably restrains competition.



It is the responsibility of every NERC participant and employee who may in any way affect NERC’s compliance with the antitrust laws to carry out this commitment.



Antitrust laws are complex and subject to court interpretation that can vary over time and from one court to another. The purpose of these guidelines is to alert NERC participants and employees to potential antitrust problems and to set forth policies to be followed with respect to activities that may involve antitrust considerations. In some instances, the NERC policy contained in these guidelines is stricter than the applicable antitrust laws. Any NERC participant or employee who is uncertain about the legal ramifications of a particular course of conduct or who has doubts or concerns about whether NERC’s antitrust compliance policy is implicated in any situation should consult NERC’s General Counsel immediately.



II. Prohibited Activities

Participants in NERC activities (including those of its committees and subgroups) should refrain from the following when acting in their capacity as participants in NERC activities (e.g., at NERC meetings, conference calls and in informal discussions):

· Discussions involving pricing information, especially margin (profit) and internal cost information and participants’ expectations as to their future prices or internal costs.

· Discussions of a participant’s marketing strategies.

· Discussions regarding how customers and geographical areas are to be divided among competitors.

· Discussions concerning the exclusion of competitors from markets.

· Discussions concerning boycotting or group refusals to deal with competitors, vendors or suppliers.























· Any other matters that do not clearly fall within these guidelines should be reviewed with NERC’s General Counsel before being discussed.



III. Activities That Are Permitted

From time to time decisions or actions of NERC (including those of its committees and subgroups) may have a negative impact on particular entities and thus in that sense adversely impact competition.

Decisions and actions by NERC (including its committees and subgroups) should only be undertaken for the purpose of promoting and maintaining the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system. If you do not have a legitimate purpose consistent with this objective for discussing a matter, please refrain from discussing the matter during NERC meetings and in other NERC-related communications.



You should also ensure that NERC procedures, including those set forth in NERC’s Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, and Rules of Procedure are followed in conducting NERC business.



In addition, all discussions in NERC meetings and other NERC-related communications should be within the scope of the mandate for or assignment to the particular NERC committee or subgroup, as well as within the scope of the published agenda for the meeting.



No decisions should be made nor any actions taken in NERC activities for the purpose of giving an industry participant or group of participants a competitive advantage over other participants. In particular, decisions with respect to setting, revising, or assessing compliance with NERC reliability standards should not be influenced by anti-competitive motivations.



Subject to the foregoing restrictions, participants in NERC activities may discuss:

· Reliability matters relating to the bulk power system, including operation and planning matters such as establishing or revising reliability standards, special operating procedures, operating transfer capabilities, and plans for new facilities.

· Matters relating to the impact of reliability standards for the bulk power system on electricity markets, and the impact of electricity market operations on the reliability of the bulk power system.

· Proposed filings or other communications with state or federal regulatory authorities or other governmental entities.

· Matters relating to the internal governance, management and operation of NERC, such as nominations for vacant committee positions, budgeting and assessments, and employment matters; and procedural matters such as planning and scheduling meetings.
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Agenda Item 2

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015





Board of Trustees Vice Chair



Action

Review and recommend Board of Trustees approval.



Summary

Because of his appointment as President and Chief Executive Officer of Ulteig, an engineering, surveying, and consulting firm, NERC Board Vice Chair Doug Jaeger will resign from the Board effective August 15, 2015.  



Bob Clarke has been nominated to serve as Board Vice Chair effective August 15, 2015 through the end of Mr. Jaeger’s term. 




Agenda Item 4

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015



Trustee Compensation Review



Action

Accept Consultant's Report and recommend any changes to Trustee compensation. 

	

Summary

The Committee retained Towers Watson, an independent consultant with extensive national expertise in analysis of board compensation and the firm which conducted a market study of board compensation on behalf of NERC in 2013, to update its 2013 study of board compensation to aid the Committee in its review of the NERC trustee compensation program (a responsibility of the Committee under its Charter) and to assist the Committee in determining whether to recommend any changes to the program.   A summary of the final draft report, prepared by Towers Watson, is attached hereto for acceptance by the Committee. 



As set forth in the attached summary, Towers Watson compared current Trustee compensation and the structure of the Board’s current compensation structure to the market perspectives used in 2013, also updating its view of overall compensation trends.  The attached summary of findings includes (i) comparing the “typical Trustee’s” compensation to the “typical Director’s” compensation, (ii) comparing the NERC Board Chair’s compensation to the market perspectives for non-executive chairs (i.e., independent chairs of boards where the CEO of the organization is not also the board chair), (iii) comparing the Board’s committee chair compensation to the market perspectives, (iv) comparing the workload of NERC Trustees to the market perspectives and (v) reviewing trends in director compensation.  



Key findings by Towers Watson include:

1. The total remuneration of a “typical trustee”, based on available 2013 data for Regional Entities and RTOs/ISOs and 2014 data for IOUs and general industry peers, was above the median value at Regional Entities, slightly above the median value at RTOs/ISOs and significantly below the median value at IOUs and general industry peers.

2. The total compensation of NERC’s Board Chair was above the average value at Regional Entities and median value at RTOs/ISOs and significantly below the median value at IOUs and general industry companies. 

3. The additional compensation for Board committee chairs is comparable to or above the median provided to committee chairs at the three most common types of committees at both IOUs and general industry companies.   There are no Compliance Committee or Standards Oversight Committee comparisons.

4. The workload of NERC Trustees has increased in recent years and continues to be among the highest at each of the market perspectives. 

		Agenda Item 2

	CGHRC Open Meeting

		August 14, 2013



5. 
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6. In terms of overall trends in director compensation, (i) compensation has increased by 19% for the Regional Entities, 9% for the RTO/ISOs, 12% for IOUs, 6% for the general industry peers, and 6% for Fortune 500 companies, (ii) companies continue to eliminate per-meeting fees and shift to the use of annual retainers, with 62% of the general industry peers and 50% of the IOUs using retainers only, and (iii) a majority of companies continue to provide additional retainers to non-executive board chairs and committee chairs. 



Based on its findings, Towers Watson recommended that NERC maintain its current retainer compensation approach (rather than per meeting fees) consisting of:

1. Trustee annual retainer

2. A  retainer for each committee chair

3. A retainer for the non-executive chair



Towers Watson further noted that given the increased workload of Trustees, the current position of trustee compensation in the bottom half of the competitive pay range and the increase in market pay levels since the last study, an increase in Trustee compensation is warranted.  They suggested that the Board use a guideline for establishing compensation targeting levels of between the market 50th percentile of RTOs/ISOs and the market 25th percentile for IOUs (noting the lower market position reflects NERC’s non-profit status).   Based on the above, the target ranges for the three elements of Board compensation would be:

Trustee Annual Retainer				$80,000 to $145,000

Committee Chair Retainer				$5,000 to $10,000

Non-Executive Chair Retainer				$95,000 to $225,000



Based on the above range, Towers Watson recommended establishing these compensation elements at the following levels:

Trustee Annual Retainer				$112,500 

Committee Chair Retainer				$10,000

Non-Executive Chair Retainer				$160,000



Key Considerations for the Committee's Review and Discussion

In determining its recommendation to the Board with respect to Board compensation, the Committee intends to consider the following:

1. The findings and recommendations contained in the Towers Watson report.

2. The fact that Regional Entity and RTO/ISO data is from 2013 and IOU and general industry data is from 2014, and that it is reasonable to assume from the trends shown in the report, that compensation has continued to increase. 

3. The need to consider any compensation adjustment in light of NERC’s overall budget.

		

4. That the workload for all Trustees has continued to be at a level higher than any of the peer groups.



5. The Board Chair and committee chairs have substantial additional responsibilities and time commitments.  

6. That the current compensation structure, utilizing fixed retainers, is consistent with best practice trends in director compensation. 

7. That it remains important for NERC to be able to recruit and retain qualified and quality individuals to board service, and that NERC competes directly with Regional Entities, ISOs and RTOs, IOUs, and even private sector companies in attempting to attract such individuals to NERC.

8. That the conflict of interest requirements at NERC for Trustees, which include financial interest and investment prohibitions, employment/consulting prohibitions, and industry board service prohibitions, and the fact that NERC is non-profit and offers no stock options or benefits, reinforce the need for NERC to offer competitive compensation to Trustees, understanding the limits NERC places on what might be other opportunities for financial reward.



Potential Approach

In its initial review of the Towers Watson report, and with consideration of the eight factors listed above, the Committee has discussed a possible approach to adjusting Board compensation. The Committee is currently considering the following option, and will discuss it, and other potential alternatives, at its Open Meeting on August 14 where MRC member, stakeholder, and public input will be invited:

1. Establish a target annual retainer for each Trustee of $112,500, which is both the median of the range proposed by Towers Watson and the actual target they recommended.  The new retainer would be implemented in three equal annual installments of $5,000, beginning in 2016, and be fully implemented for 2018.  This will assist in the potential recruitment of board candidate(s) for the next several years.

2. Establish a target annual retainer for the Board Chair of $160,000, which is both the median of the range proposed by Towers Watson and the actual target they recommended.  The new retainer would be implemented in three equal annual installments, beginning in 2016, and be fully implemented for 2018.



The total additional financial impact of this proposal in 2018 (when fully implemented) to NERC would be $177,500.  The phased-in approach described above would result in approximately $59,000 in additional expenditures for each of 2016, 2017 and 2018, which has been reflected in the proposed 2016 NERC Business Plan and Budget and forecast being presented to the Board at the August meeting for approval.   





While it is the expectation of the Committee that this compensation adjustment (assuming some action on this proposal or any alternate) should permit NERC to solicit and retain qualified individuals as independent trustees through 2018, in accordance with its mandate, the Committee will review compensation each year to confirm that circumstances remain as anticipated in this effort (including the opportunity for MRC/stakeholder/public comment), and it is also expected that the Committee will conduct another formal review of compensation in in 2018 for subsequent years to assure that NERC remains competitive in the market for independent trustees.










Agenda


Corporate Governance and Human
Resources Committee 

August 12, 2015 | 8:45–9:45 a.m. Eastern

The Ritz-Carlton, Toronto 


181 Wellington Street West


Toronto, Ontario M5V 3G7


Canada


Call to Order


Introductions and Chair’s Remarks


NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines


Agenda Items

1. Minutes* - Approve

a. April 27, 2015 Conference Call

2. Appointment of Board Vice Chair* - Review and Recommend Board Approval

3. Compliance Committee Mandate Revisions* - Review and Recommend Board Approval

4. Board of Trustees Remuneration Study Findings* - [Review/Approve]

5. ERO Enterprise and Corporate Performance Metrics* - Review

6. Annual Board Effectiveness Assessments* - Review

7. ERO Enterprise Effectiveness Survey Results* - Review

8. Employee Reporting and Document Retention Policies* - Review

9. Staffing and Recruiting Update* - Review

10. Adjournment


*Background materials included.




CGHRC Open Session Agenda


February 8, 2012




NERC 2015 Corporate Metrics						February 3, 2015                                                                                                                 



		ERO Enterprise Metric 1: Reliability Results

		Q2, 2015 IA 

Validation



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		



		Determine the frequency and severity of BPS events, excluding weather, flood, or earthquake. The target is fewer, less severe events during 2015–2018; no Category 4 and 5 events, and Category 1–3 events are trending favorably.

		

		· No Category 4 or 5 events. 

· The slope of the cumulative trend line in the composite daily “event Severity Risk Index” (eSRI) for Category 1–3 events remains flat or negative.

· Measured for the period beginning 1/1/2011 to-date, includes days with zero events and excludes Category 4 and 5 events, events caused by terrestrial weather, AESO islanding.

		



		

		

		· 

		











		

		

		· 

		



		

		

		· 

		



		ERO Enterprise Metric 2: Assurance Effectiveness

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		



		Assess all Category 3 and above events. The target is to reach zero gaps in Reliability Standards and compliance monitoring by 2017.

		Following any Category 3 or above event, a gap analysis of standards and compliance monitoring is completed and recommendations identified within 90 days of receipt of event analysis(es) and compliance self-assessment(s) from Registered Entity(ies).

		Target is zero gaps. If there are gaps identified in existing standards or compliance monitoring, an alternative acceptable target is that gaps are closed within one year of the gap analysis report being released, two years if a technical study is needed first.

		



		

		

		

		











		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		








		ERO Enterprise Metric 3: Risk Mitigation Effectiveness

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		



		Review the BES risk profile each year to determine actual and potential risks.

		Stated threshold results achieved for each risk.

		Stated target results achieved for each risk. The target is to identify, select, and mitigate the high priority risks (with specific metrics for each established project).

		Q2, 2015 IA 

Validation



		1. Changing Resource Mix

		

		· By yearend 2015, complete an assessment of efficacy of proposed measures for Essential Reliability Services (ERS) based on industry field testing of those ERS measures as recommended in the ERS report submitted to NERC board in Q1.

· By April 2015, complete a Phase 1 analytic assessment of the potential reliability impacts of the proposed EPA Clean Power Plan, including the adequacy of supply resources and transmission infrastructure, essential reliability services, and natural gas deliverability.

· By yearend 2015, with the EPA final rule available, develop a detailed plan for the assessment of reliability impacts of the final rule.

		



		2. 

		

		· 

		











		3. 

		

		· 

		



		4. 

		

		· 

		



		5. Extreme Physical Events

		· Provide ERO staff training and industry education on implementation of GMD operations standard (EOP-010) at one or more workshops and one or more webinars by Q2 2015. 

· Provide ERO staff training and industry education on implementation of GMD engineering (TPL-007) at one or more workshops and one or more webinars by yearend.

· Provide ERO staff training and industry education on physical security (CIP-014) at two or more workshops and two or more webinars by yearend.

		· Complete threshold training and education and additionally publish RSAW and implementation guidance for GMD operations (EOP-010).

· Complete threshold training and education and additionally publish RSAW and implementation guidance for GMD engineering (TPL-007).

· Complete threshold training for CIP-014 and publish compliance guidance on R1 and R2 in Q1, R4 and R5 in Q2, and R6 in Q3.

		



		6. 

		· 

		· 

		















		7. 

		· 

		· 

		



		8. 

		· 

		· 

		



		9. Cybersecurity Preparedness

		· Provide ERO staff training and industry education on cyber security (CIP V5 standards) at two or more workshops and two or more webinars by yearend.

· Complete CIP V5 RSAW in Q2.

· Publish guidance and reference materials addressing transition challenge topics identified in 2014 (or demonstrate topics are addressed by alternate means).

		· Publish lessons-learned and FAQ documents from the CIP V5 implementation study report and ongoing work with the CIP V5 transition advisory group.

· Develop common CIP V5 compliance audit approach addendum to auditor handbook (high and medium scoped programs) by Q4.

· Deliver five CIP auditor workshops, covering RSAW, lessons learned, FAQ and common auditor approaches. Ensure all CIP auditors have received necessary training by yearend.

		



		10. 

		· 

		· 

		















		11. 

		· 

		· 

		



		12. 

		· 

		· 

		



		13. Protection System Misoperations





		· Establish one or more metrics to trend relay misoperation performance and develop an initial benchmark to most recent data available.



		· Complete at least two mitigation actions from among those recommended in the NERC Staff Analysis of Reported Misoperations, presented to the Planning Committee in December 2014 to reduce the risk of Protection System Misoperations.

· Trend misoperations related to the mitigation actions taken and report the effectiveness of NERC and industry actions.

		



		14. 

		· 

		· 

		













		15. 

		· 

		· 

		



		16. 

		· 

		· 

		



		17. Extreme Weather Preparedness and Resiliency Efforts

		· Perform analysis, including the use of GADS, TADS, and DADs data, to evaluate BPS performance during 2012–2014 extreme weather events and identify any trends or recommendations as appropriate.

· Continue to monitor for severe weather performance of the BPS during 2015 and use appropriate intervention strategies: lessons learned, event analysis report recommendations, webinars, and training.

		· Develop analysis methods for severe weather events in relation to historical trends, using metrics from GADs, TADS and DADs, capacity deficiency management procedures or tools, and other appropriate benchmarks.

· Identify potential interdependencies between extreme weather and resiliency performance, and document in a whitepaper.

· Produce an annual extreme weather preparedness webinar and formal feedback to support seasonal and special reliability assessments.

		



		18. 

		· 

		· 

		

















		19. 

		· 

		· 

		



		20. 

		· 

		· 

		



		21. Right-of-Way Clearances

		· Develop a statistical approach for sampling high priority line discrepancies that can be used to improve NERC’s assurance that facility ratings have been appropriately calculated.

· Develop an assurance plan and test this statistical approach by conducting a spot validation of a select subset of high priority line clearance discrepancies. 



		· Leverage Regional Entity resources to complete validation site visits for the purpose of assuring NERC that entities with significant high priority line discrepancies are calculating facility ratings appropriately.

· Leverage industry forums as needed (e.g.,  NATF) to publish best practices by entities that completed mitigation of high priority line discrepancies, as well as methods for cost-effective  programs to sustain adequate conductor clearances consistent with facility ratings.

		



		22. 

		· 

		· 

		











		23. 

		· 

		· 

		



		24. 

		· 

		· 

		










		ERO Enterprise Metric 4: Program Execution Effectiveness

		



		

		

		

		



		Sub-metrics

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric A

Percent of all board-approved standards[footnoteRef:1] meet quality criteria and results-based construct. [1:  Regional standards are not included, this applies to NERC only.] 


		· Initiate 100% of standards upgrade and improvement projects needed to bring standards to steady state, as detailed in the RSDP (16 projects).

		· Complete (NERC board approval) of 80% of these projects (13 out of 16) by yearend 2015.

· All new standards that go to the NERC board meet quality criteria as outlined in the RSDP.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



















		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric B

Quality, up-to-date guidance developed for board-approved Reliability Standards related to risk elements to support risk-based compliance monitoring.

		· Every standard that goes to ballot will have guidance alongside. Every standard that is reviewed as part of the 10-year review cycle will have a current up-to-date guidance.

· Conduct guidance and outreach for 50% of standards that are associated with the risk elements identified in the annual compliance and enforcement monitoring program.

		· NERC Compliance Assurance, in concert with the Regions and support from Standards as needed, conducts in-depth training for compliance and enforcement staff within 3 months after every standard is approved by FERC in 2015.

· Conduct guidance and outreach for 75% of standards that are associated with the risk elements identified in the annual compliance and enforcement monitoring program.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		











		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric C

Improve registration practices commensurate with risk and RAI in light of the new BES definition and the obligations of registered entities to operate reliably.

		

		  For Phase 1:

· Non-ROP and non-IT changes implemented by yearend 2015: common registration form, one-time attestations, internal policies and procedures, and guidelines and metrics for NERC oversight of Regional Entities.

· ROP criteria regarding elimination of functional registration categories fully implemented six months from FERC approval.

· ROP criteria regarding modifications to Distribution Provider registrations fully implemented 12 months from FERC approval.

For phase 2:

· Conduct technical analysis and develop a report with recommendations regarding the risks, benefits, and proposed criteria for applying subsets of standards for TO, TOP, GO, and GOP registered functions that have minimal impact on bulk power system reliability.

		



		

		

		

		











		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric G

Transformation of RAI concepts to implementation of risk-based compliance monitoring and enforcement.





		· During 2015, all ERO auditors and risk evaluation personnel receive requisite training on Inherent Risk Assessment and Internal Controls Evaluation through workshops and webinars, including use of case examples, lessons learned, and best practices.

· Two workshops and two webinars for industry participants covering risk-based compliance and enforcement during 2015.

· Risk-based compliance and enforcement web site remains current and continues to receive positive feedback in stakeholder meetings through yearend.

· With inputs from the advisory group, develop quantitative and qualitative metrics associated with 7 success factors and report results to NERC board quarterly.

· Submit compliance filing to resolve directives, if any, from regulator regarding risk-based compliance and enforcement.

		· Provide Regional Entities with written documents guiding regional implementation of risk-based compliance monitoring and enforcement, including quality attributes to be monitored, metrics to be monitored, and oversight assurance plan.

· Deliver feedback on consistency to Regional Entities and provide summary report to board on a quarterly basis regarding the nature of oversight assurance corrective adjustments.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



















		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric H

Increase ES-ISAC participation and appropriately anonymized information sharing through the use of CRISP and the ES-ISAC secure portal.  

		· 50% increase in information sharing activities delivered to industry (based off of 2014 AOO posts and watch list entries).

· 100% increase in security issues reported by industry into the ES-ISAC portal.

· Initial subscription entities have CRISP installed and operational.

· Jointly with ESCC, complete a strategic assessment of the scope and capabilities of the ES-ISAC, including benchmarking to other sector ISACs and inputs regarding industry needs.

		· 100% increase in information sharing activities (based off of AOO posts and watch list entries).

· 300% increase in security issues reported by industry into the ES-ISAC portal.

· At least 85% of initial subscription CRISP participants are receiving at least monthly issue reports from ES-ISAC/PNNL during Q3 and Q4.

· By Q4 2015, improve timeliness for sharing of indicators of compromise and physical and cyber threat information following first notice to ES-ISAC: 4 hours or less for significant security event with threat level for recurring/additional harm remaining high, 24 hours or less for significant security event with residual threat level reduced to normal, and 72 hours or less for non-significant security events that cause no known impacts to Electricity Sector systems and typically occur ten or more times per year across North America.

· Include in 2016 business plan changes to ISAC scope and resources per the ESCC strategic assessment, and complete any actions designated for 2015 completion.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		











		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric I

Report to Board of Trustees on assessment of quality and availability of planning and engineering models and data with recommendations for model enhancements. 

		· Acquire and measure quality of summer power flow and dynamic cases, creating a feedback loop to case creation groups.

· Develop procedures for taking interconnection-wide system readings to benchmark power flow case fidelity.

· Test model fidelity using real system data and document results in an internal whitepaper.

		· Assess and improve the model validation procedures. Update NERC Model Validation Procedure with results of field trials to present to Planning Committee in Q3 2015.

· Publish NERC Validation Procedure by yearend.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		











		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA 

Validation



		Sub-metric J

Achieving transition laid out in operating model regarding ERO Enterprise personnel and ERO Enterprise (NERC and Regional Entity) infrastructure and applications. 

		· In collaboration with the Regional Entities, complete a compliance filing with FERC addressing the attributes of Regional Entity consistency and how they will be achieved.

· Complete, execute, and file updated Regional Delegation Agreements by Q2 2015.

		· In collaboration with the Regional Entities, develop and implement an oversight program for risk-based compliance and enforcement, including quality attributes to be monitored by NERC and performance metrics to be monitored. Provide quarterly reports to the NERC board.

· In collaboration with Regional Entities, develop an oversight program for organization registration that will be ready for implementation in Q1 2016. Documents include quality attributes to be monitored by NERC and performance metrics to be monitored.

· Complete all ERO Enterprise tool projects in accordance with ERO EMG approved schedule, without material project overrun or setback.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		











		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric K

Stakeholder annual satisfaction/perception survey of the ERO’s effectiveness to manage risk, budget, and stewardship.

		· Conduct survey in Q1 and prepare initial benchmarking report by Q2, with specific focus areas for improvement identified.

· Action plan for each focus area identified for improvement by Q2.  

		· 2015 planned improvements are completed by yearend.

· Second annual stakeholder satisfaction/perception survey ready to launch in Q3 2015 or Q1 2016 as preferred by industry.

		



		

		· 

		· 

		















		

		· 

		· 

		



		

		· 

		· 

		



		Measure of success

		Threshold

		Target

		Q2, 2015 IA Validation



		Sub-metric L

BES Security Metrics Framework provides method to assess threats, identify risk, and develop remediation strategies.

		· Draft security metrics framework for industry input and comment by Q2.

· Execute GridEx III in 2015, providing a severe cybersecurity and physical security scenario to exercise crisis response and recovery plans across industry and to gather actionable lessons learned to deliver back to industry, the ERO, and ESCC.

		· Deliver a security metrics framework for NERC board approval by yearend.

· Expand GRIDEX III to include regionally-facilitated sub-exercises and to also include an expanded executive tabletop with other lifeline sectors.

· Provide a preliminary report to NERC board and ESCC summarizing key lessons from GRIDEX III and comparative improvements from the previous exercise.

		































Sub-metrics D, E, and F related to enforcement have been removed but will be tracked and reported quarterly to the Board of Trustee Compliance Committee at the quarterly meetings.
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Agenda Item 5

Corporate Governance and

Human Resources Committee Meeting

August 12, 2015





NERC 2015 Corporate Metrics





Action

None



Background

Each quarter, NERC provides a summary and status of NERC’s Corporate Metrics and the activities towards achieving them. These activities are reviewed and verified by NERC management as well as internal audit staff. Each metric is then assigned a colored status depicting progress: 

1. 	On-target (green), 

2. 	Threshold with additional monitoring to reach Target (yellow), or 

3. 	Deviation from Threshold with the concern of missing Target by yearend (red). 



The 2015 second quarter status report is provided as an informational update to the Committee.



Summary

1. 	2015 ERO Enterprise and Corporate Metrics – Quarter 2 Status Report 

2. 	Corporate Performance Metrics – Quarter 2 CGHRC Report presentation 










DRAFT Board of Trustees Compliance Committee Mandate

Approved by the Board of Trustees: _______________



Committee Membership

The Board of Trustees Compliance Committee (BOTCC or the Committee) of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) shall be composed of not less than three and not more than seven of the Independent members of the Board of Trustees (Board).  The members of the BOTCC shall be appointed or reappointed by the Board at the regular meeting of the Board immediately following each Annual Meeting of the Member Representatives Committee.  Each member of the BOTCC shall continue to be a member thereof until a successor is appointed, unless a member resigns, is removed, or ceases to be a trustee of the corporation.  When a vacancy occurs at any time in the membership of the BOTCC, it may be filled by the Board.



Purpose

The purpose of the BOTCC is to assist the Board with governance, oversight, guidance, and policies to help assure the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) and the NERC Organization Registration and Certification Program (ORCP), as administered by NERC and the Regional Entities to which NERC has delegated authority pursuant to Regional Delegation Agreements, support the reliability of the North American bulk power system, and are administered fairly and efficiently.



Committee Authority and Responsibilities

To carry out its purpose, the BOTCC shall have the following authority and responsibilities:



Oversight:

1.	Oversee the CMEP and ORCP strategies and approaches developed and implemented by the management of NERC and the Regional Entities to assure the reliability of the bulk power system, including identification of key risks to be addressed through CMEP and ORCP activities.

2.	Evaluate the effectiveness of CMEP strategies and program execution by reviewing measures of bulk electric system reliability performance and other CMEP program metrics.

3.	Oversee and review implementation of CMEP and ORCP programs by management of NERC and Regional Entities to ensure the programs are operated in a consistent manner and conform to all regulatory requirements, Rules of Procedure, and other practices needed to provide objective, fair, and effective compliance and enforcement.

4.	Oversee and review penalties, sanctions, and mitigation of noncompliance to ensure such actions are effective in maintaining and improving bulk power system reliability.





Approvals and Appeals:

1.	Approve Notices of Penalty and other enforcement actions required to be filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and other applicable governmental authorities, provided that the BOTCC may delegate its authority to NERC staff with respect to the approval of any matter.

2.	Serve as the appeal body for compliance violations, penalties, or sanctions pursuant to NERC’s Rules of Procedure and any other applicable laws, rules, regulations, orders, or policies.

3.	Serve as the appeal body for any appeals of findings resulting from audits of the regional implementation of the CMEP heard by the NERC Compliance and Certification Committee, pursuant to NERC’s Rules of Procedure and any other applicable laws, rules, regulations, orders, or policies.

4.	Hear and adjudicate any challenges by candidates for inclusion on the NERC compliance registry, pursuant to NERC’s Rules of Procedure and any other applicable laws, rules, regulations, orders, or policies.

5.	When resolving CMEP and ORCP conflicts among NERC, Regional Entities, and Registered Entities, where appropriate, provide a supplementary explanation for the Committee’s decision due to issues raised or to provide future guidance.



Communication and Coordination:

1.	Ensure CMEP and ORCP programs and results are transparent, when appropriate, to reliability stakeholders.

2.	Recommend to the Board such actions as may further the purposes of the CMEP and ORCP.

3.	Perform such other functions as may be delegated to it by the Board from time to time.



Committee Meetings

The BOTCC shall meet at least quarterly by conference call or in person. Meetings may occur at the same place in conjunction with the regular board meetings of the corporation, or as determined by the members of the BOTCC, using the same meeting procedures established for the Board.  Meetings may be held in either open or closed session as set forth in the Bylaws of the Corporation.



A majority of the Committee members shall constitute a quorum.  Except where prescribed differently by law: (a) any action or decision of the BOTCC requires a vote of a majority of the Committee members then in attendance at any Committee meeting provided a quorum is present; and (b) participation may be telephonic or by Action without a Meeting.  The Committee may hold special meetings as circumstances require.  Minutes of each Committee meeting shall be maintained as part of the Committee’s record.



Governance

The Board, or in the event of their failure to do so, the members of the BOTCC, shall appoint a chair from among their members.  The BOTCC Chair shall be responsible for leadership of the Committee, including scheduling of meetings, setting agendas, presiding over Committee meetings, and making reports to the Board.  A member(s) of the NERC staff shall assist the Chair and shall serve as the non-voting secretary.

Review

The BOTCC shall review this mandate annually and recommend to the Board Corporate Governance and Human Resources Committee any changes it considers advisable.   Any changes must be approved by the full Board.  The BOTCC shall complete a self-assessment annually to determine its effectiveness.
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Board of Trustees/Member Representatives Committee Proposed
2015 Survey Questions



Levels of Effectiveness

1 = Needs Prompt Attention (“unacceptable performance”)

2 = Below Expectations (“performance area with opportunity for improvement”)

3 = Meets Expectations (“meets the required standard of performance”)

4 = Exceeds Expectations (“exceeds the required standard of performance”)

5 = Outstanding (“far exceeds the required standard of performance”)



The survey will include a prompt requiring comment for any item rated “No” in response to a “Yes/No” item or a “Needs Prompt Attention” or “Below Expectations” in response to the 5-point levels of effectiveness scale.  Optional comments may be provided for items rated “Yes” in response to a “Yes/No” item or “Meets Expectations”, “Exceeds Expectations” or “Outstanding” on the 5-point levels of effectiveness scale.

		2015 BOT & MRC Proposed Questions

		BOT

		MRC



		Strategy



		The Board has knowledge of and familiarity with NERC’s corporate values, mission, vision, strategic plan, and business plan and reflects this understanding in evaluating key issues.

		X

		X



		The Board effectively works with management to establish NERC’s strategic and business plans.

		X

		X



		Board members stay abreast of issues and trends affecting NERC and the industry and uses this information to assess and guide NERC performance.

		X

		X



		The Board effectively sets priorities through the strategic and annual business plans. 

		X

		X 



		The Board takes appropriate account of the international charter of the North American bulk power system.

		X

		X



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement:

		X

		X



		Oversight



		The Board is sufficiently involved in the ERO Enterprise (NERC and the Regional Entities) annual business planning and budgeting process.

		X

		X



		The Board sufficiently ensures that the ERO Enterprise (NERC and the Regional Entities) business plan and budget provides for the efficient and cost-effective operation of the ERO Enterprise.

		X

		X



		The Board is sufficiently involved in monitoring the corporation’s compliance with regulatory requirements and directives.

		X

		X



		The Board sufficiently ensures that the standards development and approval process considers the costs and benefits of new reliability standards.

		X

		X



		The Board sufficiently ensures that the ERO Enterprise’s compliance and enforcement processes are efficient and cost effective.  

		X

		X



		The Board's decision making process is sufficiently transparent and open.

		X

		X



		The Board’s decision making process is not inappropriately influenced by either management or the stakeholders

		X

		X



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement: 

		X

		X



		Stakeholder Relations



		The Board effectively works with the MRC and other stakeholders to seek and consider stakeholder input when establishing ERO priorities and considering key policy issues.  

		

		



		The Board establishes a positive and cooperative dialogue with U.S. federal and state regulators.

		X

		X



		The Board establishes a positive and cooperative dialogue with Canadian federal and provincial regulators.

		X

		 X



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement:  

		X

		X



		Composition/Structure



		The Board's size is appropriate and effective.

		X

		X



		Board members reflect broad diversity of competency strengths and professional experience.

		X

		X 



		The Board's Committees have suitable mandates and membership.

		X

		 



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement:

		X

		X



		Board Functioning



		The Board has established procedures that ensure Board members receive written meeting notices, agendas and appropriate background material in time to prepare in advance of meetings, are presented meaningful information during meetings, and receive timely and accurate minutes.

		X

		



		The number of Committee meetings is appropriate.

		X

		X



		The Chair of the Board effectively oversees and facilitates Board activities and direction.

		X

		X



		The Chair manages meetings efficiently to allow for sufficient discussion and constructive input on important issues and provides appropriate allocation of time to agenda items.

		X

		X



		Board goals, expectations, and concerns are effectively communicated with the CEO and other senior management through sufficient, meaningful dialog during Board meetings or otherwise.

		X

		



		Board members participate as equals and communicate openly.

		X

		X



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement:

		X

		X



		NERC Management



		The Board has appropriate access to management.

		X

		 



		The Board avoids excessive involvement in detail and day-to-day management.

		X

		



		The Board is sufficiently involved in ensuring competent and well-motivated senior management and ensuring that proper development and succession plans are in place for CEO and other senior management.

		X

		 



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement:

		X

		X



		Other Factors



		I feel I am personally making a meaningful contribution to the corporation by my attendance and participation at the Board, committee meetings, and other activities.

		X

		



		I feel my peers are personally making a meaningful contribution to the corporation by their attendance and participation at the Board, committee meetings, and other activities.

		X

		 



		Observation and Opportunities for Improvement:

		X

		X
















